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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP) is the WA State Government Agency for regulating and providing 

information to attract investment in the mining, petroleum and geothermal industries in Western Australia. 

As a key component of this role, the Department is committed to educating the community about resource 

development and regulations in WA. 

The Shale Gas Industry is relatively new to WA and, as such, presents opportunities and challenges for DMP that 

need to be addressed from a variety of different perspectives. 

From a community education and consultation perspective, the Department is currently in the process of 

developing a Shale Gas Industry Community Engagement and Communications Strategy. 

To assist with the development of this strategy, Research Solutions has been commissioned to undertake a 

community perceptions survey, designed to measure and benchmark community awareness and attitudes 

towards shale gas extraction. 

The research consisted of a 16 minute telephone survey with West Australian adults and a sample of residents in 

each of the three basins where the shale gas industry could potentially be developed. This was designed to 

provide the Department with a general overview of the attitudes and opinions of the WA community as a whole 

and a basis for comparison with the three basin areas where there is potential for shale gas activity. 

The samples Included in the study were as follows: 

• A WA wide sample - consisting of 402 respondents, representative by age, gender and location of the 

West Australian population overall 

• A Perth North Basin sample - consisting of 201 respondents, representative by age and gender of the 

population of this basin, Including the following areas as defined by DMP: 

o The City of Geraldton and surrounding areas 

a Shire of Irwin 

o Shire of Mlngenew 

o Shire of Dandaragan 

o Shire of Gingin 

o Shire of Carnamah 
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/,I A Southern Camarvcm Basin sample - rf'll'1~","ria of 196 respondents, age and 
of the population of thIs basin, Including the areas as detlned DMP: 

o The Carnarvon urban area and a number of surrounding suburbs (excluding Coral Bay) 

o The Shire of Exmouth 

o The Shire of Upper Gascoyne 

o The suburb of Onslow 

o ShIre of H(leburne 

O!< A Canning Basin sample - consisting of 202 respondents, representative by age and gender of the 

population of this basin, includIng the folloWing areas as defined by DMP: 

o Shire of Broome (excluding Beagie Bay and lagrange Aboriginal community) 

o Shire of Derby West Kimberley 

o Town of Port Hedland 

1,1 !{ey Findings 

1.1.1 General knowledge of the oil and gas Industry across the WA population overall is moderate, with just 

over one in fow' nominating that oJ! and gas is extracted from both 011 and off shore locations. Most 

people do not know, however, what type of gas WA might be able to extract In the future. Just olfer 1 

!n 10 (11.4%) nominated the potential for shale gas extraction. 

Overall, the majority (64%J of WA wide respondents feel that oil and gas is extracted off shore, wlth the 

remainder feeiing that it is extracted from both onshore and offshore ioeations {28%j or from onshore iocations 

only (8%). 

In regard to the future; however, knowledge regarding potentia! future gas extraction types is limited, with more 

than 1 in 2 respondents unable to respond to a question regarding what type of extractions may be possible in 

WA in the future. Amongst those that were able to give a response, three main types of gas were mentioned -

conventional natural gas, liquefied natural gas and shale gas. Awareness of the potential for shale gas extraction 

was highest in the Perth North basin with around 1 in 5 respondents naming it as a gas which may be able to be 

extracted In the future. 

1,1.2 In relation to the emerging shale gas Industr{, most West Australians do not know where shale gas 

deposits in WA are located, 

More than lin 2 respondents were not aware of the locations or shale gas deposits in WA. Knowledge amongst 

the rural/regional population was stronger than that recorded in the Perth Metropolitan area and younger 

respondents (under 35 years of age) were less likely to be able to nominate locations for deposits in comparison 

with their older counterparts. 

When locations were nominated, they were principally in the Northern or North West of the State, which is 

generally in line with where the bulk of existing resource industry activity is currently taking place. 

Residents of the Canning Basin displayed the strongest ievel of awareness of shale gas deposits withln their 

region (48%), followed by respondents from the Perth North Basin (43%) and the Southern CarnanlOn Basin 

(23%). 
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FIGURE 1: LOCATIONS OF SHALE GAS DEPOSITS IN WA 

Q: Nr>w thinking about shale gos, what areas ojWestern Australio have deposits oj shale gas? {n~401 WA avera Ilwefghted somp Ie - multiple responses 
allowed} 

1.1.3 At present, almost 1 in 2 (45%) Wast Australians remain undecided or have mixed feelings regarding 

the emerging Shale Gas Industry in WA, 35% either support or are leaning towards supporting the 

indUstry and 20% can be classified as objectors. 

FigJr~2.rh~C~nl.l1nlnlty $pectrum~Fee!ing~r~gqr4Ing ~he etrll~rgi!JfJ ShctleGoslndustry;n INA . ' .. , . '. . .: .', . '. . ... '.' .. ; '.' ..... . . '. .' .' '.. .' . .' '.' . '.. ..... .' . '. . . '. .:.. .. '. ". '.' . . .. ~', '. ~ . '. ,.... . : '.,' .' '. . . .... :, . .' ..... . . . .....".. 
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Women are more likely than men to he undecided in relation to the whilst those in older age groups are 

more likely to have rnads a decision regarding supporting or to the Industry. Respondents Frmn rural 

and regional areas are more likely than those in metropolitan areas to be more evenly dIvided between 

supporting, objecting or being undecided/ unable to give an opinion about the Shale Gas industry. 

Supporters oftl'le industry, those with mixed feeling and objectors are profiled below, 



1.1 .. 4 Key concerns regarding the Shale Gas lndustry are primarl~y related to the environment and water, 

the percei'Jed positive impacts of the indusitry are primarily economic and resol.ln:e based, 

includIng local employment, at boost to the economy and the increased <tllailablilW of energy in WA, 

local environment Critkallssues 
Available water Perceived Community Impacts 

Drinking water supplies 

Green house emissions 

local jobs! employment 

Overall economic benefit 

Availability of energy in WA 

FIGURE 4: PERCEIVED IMPACT OF SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT ON ... 

1.1.5 The majority of West Australians are NOT familiar with hydraulic fracture stimulation (fraccing). When 

asked to describe the process, most were unable to. Amongst those that could, it was described it as a 

process that placed water or chemical pressure on or between rocks to crack them and release gas 
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Most West Australians have either never heard of the fracdng process (41%) or have heard of it but do not know 

what is involved (27%). less than 1 in 10 (7%) stated that they confident that they understand the fraccing 

process. 

Perceived levels of knowledge regarding the process are stronger amongst males and older members of the 

community. Perceived knowledge of the fracclng process was almost twice as strong in the Perth North Basin, 

compared to other basins and WA as a whole. 

FIGURE 5: FAMILIARITY WITH THE FRACCING PROCESS 

a: Shale gos is usually extracted bya process coiled hydroullcffacture sfimulofi<Jn" (ar fracelng}. Haw fomi/lor are youlVlth the fraeclng process? 
(n=40l WA overalllVelghtedsomple) 



:1,1.6 JU 41% of West Austra!ians have mixed) 

In 4 supporting the process (2Z%) and 36% objectirlg to 

figure 6: The 

41.D% indicated that they had not 
heard of fraccing so were excluded 

from this sampfe 

Fe,eUirH1S regardingfraccinq 

U)!1tt'{'j,,,,,, process, with almost 1 

1I~237l'1'i!ln"d 
sample-VIA Ovuall 

There is a relationship between perceived familiarity with the fracdng process and levels of support -with 

respondents that fee! that they are confident they understand the fraccing process significantly more likely than 

others to object to it - 70% of those confident they understood the fracdng process objected to it. 
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1,1,] In relation to perceptions of DMP's performance, most West Australians believe that the 

Is doing a reasonable to in regulating both the (Ii! and gas and mining Industries 

Almost 1 In 2 respondents. feel that DMP is currently performing at either a fairly good or very level in 

regard to the regulation of both the oil and gas {44,8%) and mining industries (47,0%). Another third are sitting 

"in the middle" feeling the Department is a "so/so" job In regulating these industries. 

Table 1: Perceptions of performance 

Reasons for perceptions of a strong performance were related mainly to employment, the economy, not having 

heard any (lbad" news about the Department and its strong safety and environmental record. 

Those respondents who felt that the Department was doing a poor job of regulating the industry commented 

mainly on the fluctuations in price and increases in the prices of fuel and gas. 
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:1..U~ In relation to the Shale Gas Industry" West Australians fee! that, whilst the Statla Government has the 

POWER to the industry, existing measures may not be sufficiently I'Obust to enforce this 

regulation 

Whilst more than 2 in 3 respondents (65.6%) fee! that the State Government does have the power to regulate 

the Shale Gas Industry, only around 1 in 3 (32.1%) feel that the regulations available are sufficiently robust to 

allow this enforcement. This view is also similar In the three basin areas. 

FIGURE 7 PERCEPTiONS OF THE DEPARTMENT'SABIUTYTO REGULATE THE SHALE GAS 
INDUSTRY ... 

Q: Do you feel the regulations fmp!emerded thfOligh the State uov.emmentare sujfide()tFI robust to ftgufate the 'shoff! gas frxi[Jstry Tn VIA? Do yotJ tMfl:t. that UJeState Government" has 
the pOl· ... U to enforce these reguJatJom 011 the $ho!e gas Industryr {n,,-,401 \f.;eighfed sompk -dt.>n~t kno',',,"$ (43~95 respondenfs) excluded) 
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th!ng" were also mixed 

Around 1 in 2 respondents felt that petroleum companies wlll protect the environment and do "the right thing" 
by local community as shown In the figure below, 1 in 3 feel that companies wiH not perform well and around 1 in 
5 have mixed feelings. This view is also similar in the three affected areas, lNith the Perth North Basin holding 
particularly positive views that petroleum companies will definitely do a good Job of protecting the environment. 

F!GURE 8: PERCEPTIONS PETROLEUM COMPANY PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND 
LOCAL COMMUNITIES '" 

Q: Do )'ou!eelthot pe/fo!eum companies ria 0 goodjob jn ensuring loot lhe environmentisprote([ea whellundenoling the/foperooons?!J<J}'Ouf,,/ tOOtpelro!eum tompanfesdQ the 
rightthing by the local community in wh ~h the-Io perote? (n""lOl ",Igh ted sompk-oon't koows {25-33 {e;paooen/s)excluded; 
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1,:L10 West Australians have a strong desire for the distribution of further information regarding 

the Shale Gas Industry', mainly via med!a, 'JJith a focus on television and local newspapers. 

More than 3 in 4 respondents felt that they did not currently have enough information regarding the Shale Gas 

industry and what is currently happening in Western Australla - with the desire for information being stronger 

amongst females rather than males. 

Preferred communication methods are dominated by the mass media {with a focus on television and local 

newspapers}, followed bV websites and other types of Internet based information (indudlnginformation being 

made available via a Google search) and newsletters/magazines,. Information via social media pages or mall outs 

was favoured by around 1 in 10 respondents. In Une with societal trends, younger respondents displayed a 

stronger desire for information to be avaliable online. 

1.1.11 For residents of the PERTH NORTH BASIN, the Shale Gas Industry does appear to be "top of mind" in 

comparison with both WA overall and other Basins included In the survey. Perceived levels of 

knowledge regarding the Industry and the fracdng process are stronger, as are concerns in relation to, 

In particular, the perceived risk of groundwater contamination and its consequent Impact on water 

supplies. As a result, residents of this Basin are more likely to currently object to the industry and the 

fracclng process 

Respondents from the Perth North Basin emerged as significantly more likely than the WA population overall to: 

.. State that they are confident they understand the fraccing process 

o 189'& feel confident they understand the process} in comparison VJith only 7% for V"!A overall 

.. Object to the emerging Shale Gas Industry, a sentiment shared with respondents from the Southern 

Carnarvon Basin 

o 35% object to the Shale Gas Industry (19% "a lot"), in comparison with 20% for WA overall 

.. Be sIgnificantly MORE likely to feel that the industry will have a negative impact on drInking water 

supplies 

.. Object to the fraccing process 

o 47% object to the fraccing process, in comparison with 36% for WA overall 

Around 2 in 3 respondents from this area still believe, however, that they require further information regarding 

the Shale Gas Industry. 



Figure 9: The PERTH NORTH BASIN Community Spectrum - f-ej~'mws regarding the emerging Shale Gas fmJusby in WA 

Figure 10: The PERTH NORTH BASIN Community Spectrum - Feelings regarding ffaccillg 

14% indicated that they fwd not heard 
of !raccing so were excfuded from this 

sample 

leanIng 
towards 

objection 
9% 

N~ 101 wel9hled 
somp.Ee 

N;; 173 weighfed 
somple 



1.1.12 Respondents from the SOUTHERN CARNARVON BASIN share some opinions similar to the Perth North 
Basin, particularly in regard to objection towards the Shale Gas Industry and fracting process. 
Concerns for Southern Carnarvon basin residents in relation to the industry were also principally 
associated with water and the environment. 

Respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin emerged with characteristics as follows: 

• They are: 

o Significantly more likely than the WA population and other Basins to believe that WA's oil and gas is 
only extracted offshore - 79% in comparison with 64% for the WA population overall 

o More likely to nominate LNG as a future type of gas for WA, only 6.6% mention Shale Gas 

o Somewhat more likely to feel that shale gas deposits are located around Carnarvon and in the 
Gascoyne Region (In their own region 

o Significantly more like[y than the WA population overall to object to the Shale Gas IndUstry 

• 39% object to the Shale Gas Industry (20% object to the industry Ita lot"), In comparison with 
20% for WA overall 

o A little more likely than the WA population overall to feel that they at least IIsomewhat understand" 
the fracclng process 

• 33% somewhat understand the process in comparison with 25% for the WA population overall 

o Significantly more likely than the WA population to object to the fracting process 

• 47% object to the fracclng process, in comparison with 36% for WA overall 
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Figure 11: The SOUTHERN CARNAVON BASIN Community Spectrum - Feelings regarding the emerging 

Shale Gas Industry in WA 

IF20Swdghfed 
sample 

Figure 11: The SOUTHERN CARNARVON BASIN Community Spectrum - Feelings regarding fracclnq 

45% OBJECT 

leaning 
towards 
objection 

29% indic:ated that they had not heard 
of !raeeing so lVere excluded from this 

sample 

8% 

-', '-~-' .. ,.-.'.~ .. , ," '~"~'~-""""~'--""" .. -~-'~"".~: . 
. . '::«:::::'-:: .. ',. 

.. ).5% OBJECT 

leaning 
. towards 
.·support 

5% 

11= 144 w.lghted 
sample 



1.1.13 Respondents from the CANNiNG BASIN are more similar to the WA population overall, in terms of 

their kalow!edge, attitudes and oplniol1s towards the Shale Gas Industry and fi'acdng. They were, 

however, more likely than the population avera!! to feel that they had some knowledge regarding the 

fnlcting process and to objecUo the Shale Gas Industry. They also emerged as the group most like!y to 

be aware that there are shale gas deposits located in their Region. 

Respondents from the Canning Basin did differ from the WA population overall in the following areas: 

.. Being somewhat more likely to nominate LNG and LPG gases as 

INA in the future - only 10,8% nominate Shale gas 

that could be extracted from 

.. Being somewhat more likely to nominate their own region the Kimberley Region as a location of 

shale gas deposits 

.. Showing a greater tendency towards objecting to the Shale Gas Industry 

o 28% object to the industry in comparison with 20% of the population overall 

• Being a little more likely than the WA popUlation overall to feel that they "somewhat understand" 

the fratr.ing process 

o 33% somewhat understand the process in comparison with 25% for the WA population overall 

Figure 13: The CANNING BASIN Community Spectrum - Feelfngs regarding tile emerging Shale Gas industry In VIlA 

PI"'- 20.1. wei<;lhte-d 
sample 



figure 14: The CANNING BASIN Community Spectrum - Feelings regarding fJacdng 

22% indicated that they had not heard 
of {raeeing so were excluded from this 

sample 

1,2 Conclusions 

1,fij i P age . . . 

Overall, this study has confirmed that there is generally a lack of knowledge across the WA community in relation 
to the emerging Shale Gas Industry and the process of fraccing. 

Consequently, significant proportions of the population have mixed feelings or don't know enough about the 

Shale Gas Industry or fraccing process to have a substantive opinion in relation to the industry one way or 
another. 

Not all of the population have made the connection between the Shale Gas Industry and the fraccing process, as 
overall support for the industry is STRONGER than that for fraccing, which may mean that the population is not 
sufficiently engaged to make the connection between the industry and the primary method it utilizes to extract 
gas. 

A lack of knowledge and engagement may also be generating of exacerbating apprehensions in relation to the 

Industry, with concerns regarding water and the local environment very prominent. 

A desire for increased information regarding the Shale Gas Industry to be made available is evident, so further 

engagement and knowledge building in the future may be possible to assist the community in making an 
informed response regarding the industry in the future. 

The study has also identified that lOCATION does have an impact on attitudes and opinions in relation to the 
Shale Gas Industry and the fracdng process. Basin proximity (particularly in the North Perth and Southern 
Carnarvon areas) does appear to have increased levels of engagement and people feel that know more 
about the Shale Gas industry and its processes, which has converted into {potentially in the absence of further, 



more detailed information and research) stronger . .,,,,,,,i,-,,·,,. in relation to the perceived nPtn,"H" of the 

and levels of 

The majority of the community resld!ng in the Basins surveyed are, however, like the WA community overall, 
open to further information, which may have an impact on levels of apprehension and 
regarding the industry and the processes it employs in the future. 
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2,0 INTRODUCTION 

The Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP) is the WA State Government Agency responsible for attracting 

private investment in resources exploration and development through the provision of geo-scientific informatIon 
on minerals and energy resources and the management of an equitable and secure titles system for the mining, 

petroleum and geothermal Industries. 

The Department is also responsible for regulating extractive industries and dangerous in Western 

Australia, induding the collection of royalties and ensuring that safetY, health and environmental standards are 
consistent with reiellant State and Commonwealth legislation, regulations and policies. 

In addition, the Department is committed to educating the community about resource development and 

reguiations in WA. 

The Shale Gas Industry is relatIvely new to WA and, as SllCh, presents opportunities and challenges for DMP that 
need to be addressed from a variety of different perspectives. 

From a community education and consultation perspective, the Departrnent is currently in the process of 
developing a Shale Gas Industry Community Engagement and Communications Strategy, 

To assist with the development of this strategy, Research Solutions has been commjssioned to undertake a 
community perceptions survey, designed to measure and benchmark community awareness and attitudes 

towards the Shale Gas extraction. 

2.1 Stw:!'{ Objectives 

The specific objectives associated with the study have been to measure, amongst representative samples of the 
population across WA and in specific geographic basins: 

" General knowledge regarding the oil and gas industry in WA -induding perceptions regardIng where most of 
WA's oil and gas is extracted from and where it might be in the future 

G Specific attitudes towards and support for the Share Gas Industry in WA, induding; 

o Overall support 
o Concerns regarding the industry 
o Knowledge of hydraulic fracture stimulatIon (fracdng); induding geographic locations where it can be 

undertaken 
o Perceived Impacts 

o Regulations 
a Communication preferences for additional information 

,. Perceptions regarding the Department's performance in regulating the oil and gas and mining industry in WA 
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2.2 Our Approach 

The approach taken to the completion of the research is summarised below, with more detailed information 

following. 

i 
\ 
'--. 

J 
J 
I 

~ ~ - _ r- - F r C ,,~ ~ 

Scoping meeting 
_ _ _ _ - _ 0 ~ ",.-_ ~ "'_~ -, 

'...:_-.-.-.. ,) 

. . 
\.. ____ •• __ •• ".~.,, ___ ~_~~ ___ ._~ •• ____ ••• ~ ___ ... ~ __ • __ J __ •'_~ ______ .'_, __ • ___ •• __ • ___ ~~ ____ • ___ ~~~~_" ______ ~'. __ ._. __ ~.~ __ •• / 

2.2.1 Seoplng MeetIng 

The study commenced with a seoplng meeting between the Research Solutions team and representatives from 

the DMP. 

The meetIng provided the opportunity to discuss the project in flne detail as well as to determine key logistics 

associated with research methods and the timing plan. 

2.2.2 QUestionnaire Design and Approval 

Following discussion at the scoping meeting a questionnaire was designed to meet the objectives of the study. 

The questionnaire was then formally approved by DMP representatives (Corporate Executive) prior to survey 

administration. 

Following formal approval, the questionnaIre was piloted on a small sample of respondents to ensure it was 

clearly understood and collected the appropriate level of information and detail required. 
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The questionnaIre had an administration time of approximately 16 minutes. 

2.2,3 Sample Design 

Given the of the project and the likelihood of different in areas doser to the proposed 

sites where shale gas mining may take place, a decision was made to include within the sample a series of 

geographic sub-samples, in the Canning Basin, Southern Carnarvon Basin and Perth North Basin. 

As a result the survey included <1 distinct groups: 

.. A WA wide sample - conSisting of 402 respondents, representative by age, gender and location of the 

West Australian population overall, excludIng the 4.4% of the population in the 3 basin groups 
nominated below: 

o This sample provides DMP with a general overview of the attitudes and opinions of the WA 

community as a Whole and a basIs for comparison with the basin areas 

.. A Perth North Basin sample - consisting of 201 respondents, representative by age and gender of the 

population of this basin, including the following areas: 

o The City of Gerald ton and surrounding areas 

o Shire of Irwin 

o Shire of Mingenew 

o Shire of Dandaragan 

o Shire of Gingin 
o Shire of Carnamah 

.. A Southern Carnarvon Basin sample - consisting of 196 respondents, representative by age and gender 
of the population of this basin, including the following areas: 

o The Carnarvon urban area and a number of surrounding suburbs (excluding Coral Bay) 

o The Shire of Exmouth 

o The Shire of Upper Gascoyne 

o The suburb of Onslow 

o Shlre of Roeburne 



~ A Carming Basin sample ~ consisting of 202 respondents, representative by age and gender of the 

of this including the nmnlJU"'''''' areas: 

o Shire of Broome (excluding Beagle Bay and lagrange Aboriginal community) 

o Shire of Derby West Kimberley 

o Town of Port Hedland 

2.2.4 Data Collection 

The survey was administered to a total of 1011 respondents, with quotas applied: 

I) By location - as noted above 

" By age 

* By gender 

Whilst this process resulted in respondents from appropriate locations being interviewed and broad age and 

gender representativeness at a State wide level, in order to ensure sample representativeness at a basin level, 

the data set was also post weighted utilising ABS 2011 Census data. 

Further details regarding the sampling and weighting process are appended to this report 

A complete sample profile (showing weighted and unweighted results) is provided in the table below. 

Male 49.8 50.2 

Female 50.2 49.8 

18-24 years 9,5 12.7 

25-34 years 17.4 19.0 

35:::44 years 18.7 19.2 

45-54 years 22.4 18.1 

55-64 years 12.7 14.9 

65-74 years 12.9 g,9 

75 years plus 6.5 7.2 

Perth Metropolitan Area 74.9 75.4 

RestofWA 25.1 24.6 



Male 

Female 

18-24 years 

25-34 years 

35=44 years 

45-54 years 

55-64 years 

65-74 years 

75 years plus 

Male 

Female 

18-24 years 

25-34 years 

35;;;44 years 

45-54 years 

55-64 years 

65-74 years 

75 years plus 

50.2 

49,8 

5.0 

17.9 

17,4 

26.4 

14.9 

12.9 

5.5 

50.5 

49.5 

1.9 

11.2 

20.4 

24.3 

22.8 

13.1 

6,3 
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50.3 

49.7 

5.6 

20.1 

19.0 

19.4 

17.2 

13.2 

5.6 

59.5 

40.5 

6.2 

30.1 

25.1 

20.3 

12.5 

3.9 

1.9 



Male 

Female 

18-24 years 

25-34 years 

35=44 years 

45~54 years 

55-64 years 

65-74 years 

75 years plus 

49.5 

50.5 

5.9 

22.8 

19.8 

20.8 

21.3 

5.4 

4.0 

565 

43,5 

9,1 

32.1 

23.0 

19.0 

11.7 

2.1 
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2.2.5 Statistical Analysis and Reporting 

The collected data was checked and validated prior to being downloaded into SPSS (Statistical Package for the 

Social Sciences) for statistical analysis. It was then processed through a number of statistical techniques in order 

to satisfy the research objectives, including frequency counts, cross tabulation analysis, means and standard 

deviation, and tests of statistical significance. Unless stated otherwise, all percentages referred to in this report 

have been rounded to one decimal place to increase report readabmty and ease of use. 

The report overall has been written to provide the reader with a number of options: 

• An Executive Summary which draws all sections of the project tighter, reporting on key findings at a WA 

overall and basin level, noting key similarities and differences between attitudes expressed overall and at 

a basin by basin level 

• A detailed results section for: 

o WA Overall 

o The Canning Basin 

a The Perth North Basin 

a The Southern Carnarvon Basin 

• Each of these sections can be uttJised as a "stand alone" report for each area. Results are 

provided for all measures employed in the survey, as well as highlighting key differences, both 

within the sample (i.e. By factors such as age and gender) and, in the basin by basin results, 

between basins and the basin compared to findings for WA overall 
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S,() GENERAL KNOWLEDGE ~ 011.. AND GAS !NDUSTRY 

SummarYm 

As may be expected given its importance to the WA economy; knowledge of the oil and gas industry across WA is 

reasonably strong - with the vast majority respondents able to nominate that off and gas extraction iocations 

are either iocated offshore (64%) or in both onshore and offshore (28%) locations. Only around 1 in 5 lndkated 

that they did not know where oil and gas extractions were undertaken, 

In regard to the future, however, know/edge regarding potentia! future gas extraction types is limited! with more 

than 1 in 2 respondents unable to respond to a question regarding what type of extractions may be possible in 

WA in the future. Amongst those that were able to give (J response, three main types of gas were mentioned -

conventional natural gas, liquefied natural gas and shale gas, 

Detailed Results 

3.1 Oil and Gas Extraction locations 

Overall, the majority (around 2 in 3 respondents) feel that Western Australia's all and gas is extracted off shore

the remainder feel that it is extracted from both onshore and offshore locations (28%) or from onshore locations 

(8%) only, 



FIGURE I(NO'WlEDGE OF 
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l.A,NO G,AS EXTRACTION SITES 

\iVA OVERALL 

Q: Wesfern Australia produces aiJ and gosfor 'both domestlc on d export purposes. Where 15 most Of t-Vesiert1 AU5lraJJds oil Gnd g05 extmded 
from? (0=401 WA overall weighted sample) 

Looking across the sample, whilst no significant differences were recorded by location of residence (metro vs 

rural/regional) or age, females were more likely to feei that oli and gas IS extracted from both onshore and 

offshore locations. 

Around 1 in 20 respondents did not know where WA's 011 and gas is extracted from. 
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3.2 Future Gas Extraction T'I'pes 

Overall, respondents generally don't know what sort of gas WA may be able to extract in the future, with over 

half (52.6%) responding with "don't know" to this question. 

Don't knows aside, the most prominent types of gases mentioned included conventional natural gas, liquefied 

natural gas (LNG) and shale gas. 

FIGURE 16: PERCEPTIONS REGARDING TYPES OF GAS THAT WA CAN EXTRACT IN THE FUTURE 

Q: what sort c;fgas m~M tvA be ab.'e to fxt£CIcti"n tbeftIture? (n=401 wefghted sample - multipk respanSf5 GIJ.owed) 

Females were more Ilkeiy than males to register a "don't know" response to this question whilst respondents 

over 45 years of age were more likely to nominate shale gas as a future gas to be extracted. 
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t.j,1) PERCEPTiONS OF THE SHALE GAS INDUSTRY 

Summary", 

In line with a fack of general knowledge regarding shale gas that is evidenced thro'ughout this report, more than 1 
in 2 respondents do not Know where shale gas deposits in WA are located, When they do, locations l10minated 
for deposits are prfmarJly in the North West (including the CannIng Basin), which is potentiaHy aligned with Where 
the bulk of the current resource in WA is based, 

Whllst tfle strongest proportion of respondents remain undecided or have mixed fee!.ings regardIng the 
emergIng Shale G(1S Industry in WA (45%), supporters the industry (defIned as those leaning towards support 
and in support) do tend to "outweigh" objectors - with 35% of respondents in support of the industry in 
comparison with 20% that can be classified as objectors, 

Women are more likeJy than men to be undecidecL whilst those in older age groups are more iikefy to have made 
a decision regarding supporting or objecting to the industry. Respondents from rural and reg/ana! areas are more 
likely than those in metropolitan areas to be leaning towards objecting to the industry. 

Key concerns regarding the industry are primarily related to the environment. 

General environmental concerns, greenhouse gas emissions, the risk of groundwater contamination and its 
consequent threat to available water in the area and drinking water supplies dominate thinking in this area. 

:~p:O:::~~~h=:~::~! :;:::;icO~e~;i:{;:~~~'~t:~: :~~r~~:'in;::::;~:a~~~i~;::;;;e~;;:~;.CiUd!ng locaf I 
Most respondents feel that the industry wlfl take at least 3 years to be up and running in WA, with almost 1 in 2 
feeling that it will take more than 5 years, 
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Detailed Results 

4.1 Attitudes towards the Shale Gas Industry 



Level of support - the emerging Shale Gas Industry overall 

As shown In the figure below, around half of all respondents (45%) have mixed feelings regarding the emerging 

Shale Gas Industry overall or don't know enough to have an opinion, just over a third support the industry (35%) 

and the remainder (20%) object to it. 

There are some differences across the sample, which are detailed In the figure below. 

Figure 17: The Community Spectrum - Feelings regarding the emerging Shale Gas 

20%'" 
Those leanfng towards Objf~cfio/Hlf:!l,'\:': 

#=401 \VI!l9hr<d 
.amp1<'-WA 0. .. ,., 
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Concerns regarding the industry ... 

Almost 1 in 2 respondents (45.4%) do have some concerns regarding the emerging Shale Gas Industry, with the 

remainder of the sample either not having concerns (37.4%) or registering a don't know response (17.2%). 

FIGURE 18: CONCERNS REGARDING THE SHALE GAS INDUSTRY 

WAOVERAll 

Q: Doyou have any concerns about the emerging shole gos Indust£}' in WesfemAustrollo? (n=401lVA averollweighted sample) 
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Concerns regarding the industry relate primarily to the environment (55.5% of the responses or 25.2% of the 

sample overall), followed by the risk of groundwater contamination (25.2% or 11.4% of the sample overall). All 

other concerns nominated (as shown in the figure below) accounted for a significantly smaller proportion of 

respondents with concerns- each less than 10%. 

FIGURE 19: CONCERNS REGARDING THE EMERGING SHALE GAS INDUSTRY IN WA 

Q: J/concerns about shale gas Industry, what are they? (n;;;182 l'Ieightedsampie- multiple respCJnses aI/owed) 
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Some examples of the type of environmental Concerns expressed are as follows: 

"Environmental reasons. The it's had on the farming industry in the east rV1infng companies drifling without 
permission on farms and aftering the landscape" 

"Harming the habitat of animals and how it wiJ! influence water tables. J need to know more about these things" 

"I would like to see the environment protected I'm concerned that the mining is alfowed to be destructive and go 
.into national parks Gnd I don't like that at all, If 

"Interfering with beaches & shores/they are fragi/e" 

"Leaching substances into the ground" 

"Pollution the waV the land is used, species that are affected and communities that spring up around the sites 
and how byproducts are disposed of" 

"Pof/vtlon. Even if it's on shore it can stiff affect the water and the ground, because there's rivers, and it can affect 
the fish and our food. And even the tourist industry, because no-one would want to come to a place that's 

polluted. " 

"The environment. I'm a keen fisherman. It's an untouched place up here, and it wi!! spoil my lifestyle. I'd like it to 
stay this way in certain areas. It 

"The environmental impact mainly- especiaUyon the coast (poflution of coastal waters may have an effect on 
fishery)" 

"They can't repair the damage that it does, and the gas gets into the water aqUifer" 

"Would never be able to restore the land to its original condition" 
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Locations of Shale Gas Deposits In WA ... 

The most frequently mentioned locations of shale gas deposits are Northern or North West locations, including 

the Canning Basin. More than 1 in 2 respondents did not know where shale gas deposits were located. 

Further analysis shows that: 

• Respondents from rural/regional WA were more likely to be able to nominate locations of shale gas 

deposits in comparison wIth those from the Perth metropolitan area 

• Younger respondents (under 35 years of age) were less likely than those older to know where shale gas 

deposits were located 

FIGURE 20: LOCATIONS OF SHALE GAS DEPOSITS IN WA 

Q: NOI'l thinkIng aboutsho/egas, what areas ajWestemAustralla have deposits oj shale gas? (n"401 WA overalll'leighted sample - multiple responses 
aI/owed) 
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PerceptIons regarding the length of time it wJ/l take for the Industry to develop In WA ... 

The majority of respondents felt that the Industry would take at least 3 years to develop, and a significant 

proportion {42.1%} felt that it would take more than 5 years to develop. However many, almost 1 in 3 

respondents had no idea how long it might take for the Shale Gas Industry to develop. 

Looking across the sample, the perceived time required to develop the industry generally Increased with the age 

of the respondent, however was not significantly affected by any other factors. 

FIGURE 21: PERCEPTIONS REGARDING TIME REQUIRED TO DEVELOP SHALE GAS INDUSTRY IN 

Q: If sI!o1e ~r was d",e/oped In WA holV long do }'OU !hint beJore 1M Indus!,,! k up and ronning (n<401 weighted I\IA somple, don't knows 2xcluded) 

I 
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Perceived Impact of the Shale Gas Industry on communities 

Overall, whilst respondents generally felt that the Shale Gas Industry would have a positive impact on 
employment, the availability of energy and be of overall economic benefit to the state; key concerns in relation 
to the industry are associated with Its perceived negative Impact on: 

• Water - including available water in the area and drinking water supplies 
• The environment - including the local environment generally and greenhouse gas emissions 

A significant proportion of respondents also perceive that the Industry will have a negative Impact on Aboriginal 
people and on public health, with health concerns potentially related to apprehension regarding water and water 
contamination. 

Figure 22: Perceived Community impacts 
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FIGURE 23: PERCEIVED IMPACT OF SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT ON ... 

Q: 1'IIw>! ImJllXt do )'OUlhlnt !/lotsbole {lOS dMlop.,.nlwilll>Q"" on...(1I-'401I'lA .. ~Ighl.d 5Ompl!, don"t"""'" excluded - 27-137 r .. poodeots) 

Table 6: Perceived Impact of shale gas development 



Looking across the sample, results do vary by age and gender with: 

Females more likely to feel that the Shale Gas Industry has the potential to have a negative impact on 
earthquake activity - males are more likely to feel it will have no impact 
Younger respondents (18-34) more likely to feel that the Shale Gas Industry will have a negative impact 
on the local indigenous population 
Older respondents (55 years plus) less likely to feel that the Shale Gas Industry will have a negative 
impact on the local environment 
Concerns regarding available water in the area generally increased with age 
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5,0 PERCEPTIONS OF FRAC(lNG 

Summary", 

The majority of respondents are NOT familiar Witll hydraulic /mcture stimulation (/raccing) - either never having 
heard of the process or heard but not knowing what fnvolved (27%) is. 

Less than 1 in 10 respondents (7%) stated that they were confident that they understood the fraccing process, 

Perceived fevefs of kno'r',I'jedge regarding the process are stronger amongst males and older members of the 

community. 

When asked to describe the fracclng process in their own words" a significant proportion of the population were 
unable to} whilst others primarily described it as a process that placed either water or chemical pressure on or 

between rocks to crack them and release gas. 

in terms of feelings regarding the froccing process, respondents divide into three groups: 

Those that object to fratcing (36%) - most of these strongly object to the process 
Those that support the process (22%) and: 
Those that have mixed feelings regarding the process (41%) - who are somewhat more likely to be 
female 

There is also a relationship between familiarity with the fraccing process and levels of support - with those 
respondents that feel that they are confident that they understand the process significantly more likely than 
others to OBJECT to it - 70% of those confident they IJnderstood the fracGing process, objected to it. 
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Detailed Results 

5.1 Knowledge of and attitudes towards hydraulic fracture stimulation (fracclng) 

Overall, the majority of respondents are NOT familiar with the fraccing process - with a significant proportion not 

having heard of the process at all. less than 1 in 10 are confident that they do understand the process. 

• 41% have never heard of the process 

• 27% have heard of It but do not know what's involved 

• 25% somewhat understand it 

• 7% are confident that they understand it 

Looking across the sample, males are more likely than females to feel that they have some knowledge of the 

process as are older respondents. Results do not vary significantly by location of residence (Perth metropolitan vs 

rural/regional areas). 

FIGURE 24: FAMILIARITY WITH THE FRACCING PROCESS 

Q: Shale 90S Is /Jsuolly extracted bya process calkd hydroulfc fracture stimulation (or frocc/ng}. HoI'>' familiar are)lOl1 wflh the frace/fig process? 
(n~401 WA averoJ/welghtedsomple) 

As for the Shale Gas Industry overall, respondents were asked to indicate what their attitude was towards 

fraccing, using a seven point scale, moving from strongly objecting to the process to strongly supporting it. 
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As shown in the figure below, whilst there is a tendency for respondents to lean towards supporting the Shale 

Gas Industry overall, feelings regarding fraccing are quite different, with a tendency towards either: 

• Not having heard of the process at all (indicating that further information is required) 

• Objecting to the practice 

Those living in rural/regional areas, as opposed to the Perth metropolitan area, were somewhat more likely to 

object to the process. Females were also less likely than males to actively support the process however this 

resulted in a stronger proportion of mixed feelings amongst females, rather than levels of objection. 

There is also a relationship between familiarity with the fraccing process and levels of support - with those 

respondents who feel that they are confident that they understand the process significantly more likely than 

others to OBJECT to it - 70% of those confident registered that they objected to the fraccing process. 



Respondents who had heard of fraccing 

understood fracclng tCi be, 
were also asked to 

Responses were varied and have been grouped into key areas in the chart below. 
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in their own words, what 

The most prominent responses registered induded don't know and the use of some type of pressure (water, 

chemica! or liquid) to crack rocks or soil and extract gas, 

FIGURE 26: EXPLANATIONS REGARDING WHAT FRACCING IS UNDERSTOOD TO BE 
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6.0 PERCEPTIONS OF SHALE GAS INDUSTRY REGULATION - STATE GOVERNMENT 

Summary." 

Overall. respondents believe that the Department does a reasonable to good job in terms of its regulation of both 
the oil and gas and mining industries. 

Almost lin 2 feel that the Department is doing a fairly or very good job - a further third rate it as "so/so". 

Reasons for perceptions of a strong performance were related mainly to employment, the economy, not having 
heard any "bad" news about the Department and its strong safety and environmental record. 

Those respondents who felt that the Department was doing a poor job of regulating the Industry commented 
mainly on the fluctuations in price and increases In the prices of fuel and gas. 

In terms of the emerging Shale Gas Industry, respondents felt that, whilst the State Government has the POWER 
to regulate the industry, existing measures may not be sufficiently robust enough to enforce this regulation. 

Detailed Results 

6.1 State Government regulations and responsibilities regarding the Shale Gas Industry 

Perceptions of the Department's current performance in oil and gas and mIning ... 

Almost 1 in 2 respondents (48.6% and 45.1%) feel that the Department is performing at either a fairly good to 

excellent level in regard to the regulation of both the oil and gas and mining industries. Another third are sitting 
"in the middle" feeling that the Department is doing a "so so" job in regulating these industries. 

Of note, however, is the strong proportion of respondents who could not comment on this question - 27.2% for 

the mining industry and 30.7% for the oil and gas industry. 
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Table 1: Perceptions of the Department's performance in regulating oil ami gas and mining 

FIGURE 27: PERCEPTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENTJS PERFORMANCE IN REGULATING Oil AND GAS 
AND MINING". 

Q: The Deportment alll"" onC Petro~um isc)IO'gfd by!fieS/GteG,,,''"''''"' ~nh '<!Iula lill9 tile 011 onC ""; InCu,/ryona II>< minill9 indu,try. To WM!f>UIlt <10 )'0" f .. 1 II",! the 
[)e,...rlfl' .. "t~' a ga.od or poor J<>b In f<!lu.~fing tbe _,.lnau,try?loo 401 IVA lIdghted50mp.'e- <Io,'t if""", (109-123 ",ponaenl,} exceJdffl} 

There were no significant differences recorded by age, gender or location of residence. 
Respondents were asked to explain the ratings they provided. 

Responses for each of the two industries are summarized in the table below. 



Personal experience with the industry 
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.. Deal with issues as they arise 

.. Generally not bad/ do what they half€! to do 

.. From what I have seen or heardl wo.d of mouth 

.. Personal experience with Industry 
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Regulating the Shale Gas Industry 

Perceptions of the State Government's regulation of the Shale Gas Industry were divided into two areas -

measuring If respondents felt that regulations were sufficiently robust to regulate the Shale Gas Industry and if 

the State Government had sufficient power to enforce the regulations. 

As shown In the figures and charts below, whilst more than 2 in 3 respondents feel that the State Government 

does have the power to regulate the Shale Gas Industry, only 1 in 3 feel that the regulations available are 

sufficient robust to allow this regulation. 

looking across the sample: 

• Females are more likely than males to have mixed feelings regarding the power of the State Government 

to enforce regulations on the Shale Gas Industry 

• Mid-aged respondents (35-54 years) were more likely to have mixed feelings regarding the robustness of 

regulations available to the State Governmentto regulate the Shale Gas Industry 

FIGURE 28: PERCEPTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT'S ABILITY TO REGULATE THE SHALE GAS 
INDUSTRY ... 

Q! Doyou feel the regulat/onslmpl."",n /.dthrough th.StoleGovernmentoresujfldent!yrobustto regulate the 'halegos Industryl" IVA? Do youthlnktholtheS!al. Gov'fIlm.nlhal 
thepowerto .nforc. Ihere regufol/anS on thuholegos Industry? (.=4OJ .... 1ghtedsomple - don't know< (43-95 respondentsJexdudedJ 
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Table 10: PerceptIons of the Department's ability to regulate the Shale Gas Industry 

· .. ·· .. p.6 ... •• .<10./.· . 
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7.0 PERCEPTIONS OF SHALE GAS iNDUSTRY - PETROlEUM COMPANIES 

Summary", 

Results in relation to perceptions regarding petroleum companies protecting the environment and supportin 
communities in which they operate Clre mIxed, with around 1 in 2 respondents feeling that the companies !t4. 
protect the environment and do the "right thing'" focal communities, 1 in 3 feeling that the companies wi/i no 
perform well in these areas and around 1 in 5 hailing mixed /eefings, 

Detailed Results 

7.1 Petroleum company responsibilities - Shale Gas industry 

As noted, results for petroleum companies were mixed, with around 1 in 2 respondents feeling that the 

companies will protect the environment and do the "right thing" by local communities, around 1 In 5 having 

mixed feelings and the remainder feeling that the companies will not perform well in these areas. 



FiGURE 29: PERCEPTIONS OF PETROLEUM COMPANY PROTECTiON OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND 
LOCAL COMMUNITIES ... 

Q: Do }'O!J Je~J that petro.leum compofl~"SOOO goodjo'b Jrt ermJrir,g tbDtth~i'm-i!Qnrr.&Jlt& ptoteded w.nen. 1.J:-Wt!'ffCl'r;ng rlwir operooorrS} a"you fe .... l that pitla.!iu.'ll componksdG the 
rl9o! thlog '" I'" iocolcomnwo.'tylnw!l:h 1M-lopelote?{o"4iJl "~ighlN "'"'pI< -",o't """'" (15-33 ",po,mo"JmWeJJ 

Table 11: Perceptions of petroleum company protection of the environment and local communities 
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8.0 INFORMATION PREFERENCES AND OTHER COMMENTS 

Summary 

As has been evIdenced in previous results (with strong levels of uncertainty, don't know responses and mixed 
feeflngs) there is a strong expressed need for further Information to be distributed to the community regarding 
the Shale Gas Industry. 

More than 3 in 4 respondents felt that they did not currently have enough information regarding the industry and 
what is currently happening in Western Australia - with a perceived lack of information being stronger amongst 
females rather than males (In'line with the preceding results). 

Preferred communication methods are dominated by the media (with a focus on television and local newspapers), 
followed by websites and other types of internet based information (including information being made available 
via a Google search) and newsletters/magazines. Information via social media pages or mail outs was favoured 
by around 1 in 10 respondents. 

In line with societal trends, younger respondents displayed a stronger preference for information to be available 
online. 

Around 3 in 4 respondents did not make any further comments regarding the surveyor topic - amongst the small 
proportion that did make comment there were again requests for additional Information regarding the Shale Gas 
Industry. 

Detailed Results 

8.1 Information Preferences 

As shown in the figure below, the majority (more than 3 in 4) of respondents DO NOT feel that they have enough 

information regarding the Shale Gas Industry. 

A perceived lack of information Is more prominent amongst females rather than males. 
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FIGURE 30: INFORMATION REGARDING THE SHALE GAS INDUSTRY 

Q: Do youfeel that you have enough Informalian about the Shale Gas Industry to understondLVhot Is happenlnglo WA?{n=4Dl WA overall 
\Veigh ted sample) 

In terms of how people would like to receive information regarding the Industry, information through the mass 

media dominates - which has (based on comments made by respondents) a focus on stations like the ABC, local 

newspapers, and television generally. Various forms of online based information follows, including information 

being available directly through a "Google search", as well as mail outs. 
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FIGURE 31: INFORMATION PREFERENCES ... 

Q: 1!"",.rej"""'tha,'.ellOl19h InfomtolJon_I/a'N WOUld}"" lite 10 get information Dim-I Iss"es '" COIlcern?{n.3S9welghledwmp!e In LVA "",","or"""" ha;' •• noughlnfom>a!Jon 
,egordillgshoJeg<JslMustryin IVA) 

Whilst mass media Is the strongest priority for all respondents, some groups do emerge that could be targeted by 

other forms of media, as follows: 

• Younger people may benefit from a communication campaign (particularly in metropolitan areas) 

that includes online and social media based information 

• Older people show a stronger preference for more traditional face to face forms of communication 

like community meetings 

• Females, being the householder who traditionally "empties the mailbox" I may be more likely to 

respond to communication pieces like mail outs and brochures/pamphlets in the mailbox 



3.2 Other wmrnents 

In this area, the vast majoritvldose to 3 in 4) did not have any further comments to make. 

Amongst the small sample that did have further comments, key concerns were related mainly to: 

G A need for further information 

.. Objection to Shale Gas Industry development 

• Environmental concerns 
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FIGURE 32: OTHER CONCERNS". 
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g,O GENERAL KNOWLEDGE - OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY 

Summary ... 

Know/edge of oil and gas extraction locations amongst respondents from the Perth North Basin was similar t 
that recorded overall and for other Basins included in this study (excluding the Southern Carnarvon). 

Most Perth North Basin respondents (67.1%) feel that oil and gas in principally extracted offshore - the remain dE 

feel that it is extracted from both on and off shore locations (27%) or onshore (6%). 

In relation to what type of gases that could potentially be extracted from WA in the future, a significantly strangE 
proportion of Perth North Basin respondents On comparison with the WA population overall and other Basi 
populations surveyed) were able to nominate shaie/fraccing/underground gas (22.1%). 

Detailed Results 

9.1 Oil and Gas Extraction Locations 

Results recorded for the Perth North Basin are very similar to those recorded for WA overall and other Basins 

(excluding Southern Carnarvon), with more than 2 in 3 respondents feeling that oil and gas is principally 

extracted offshore and another quarter (27%) feeling that it is extracted from both on and off shore locations. 
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FIGURE 33: KNOWLEDGE OF OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION SITES 

NORTH BASIN 

Q: Westem Australia producEs 011 alld gas lar both domestk and export pu/poses. \'/here Is most oj I'/estern AIlstralia's oil and gas eX/roeted 
I(om~ (n= 101 North Basin overoll weighted sample) 
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9.2 Future Gas Extraction Types 

Overall, almost 1 in 2 respondents from the Perth North Basin (43.9%) did not know what types of gases WA can 

extract in the future - a significant proportion but somewhat lower than the 52.6% that recorded this response 

for WA overall. 

Following don't know, almost 1 in 5 Perth North Basin respondents nominated shale gas as a potential gas that 

can be extracted in the future - when this Is added to fraccing/underground gas the proportion increases to 

22.1%, a significantly stronger proportion than that recorded for both other basins and WA overall, 

FIGURE 34: PERCEPTIONS REGARDING TYPES OF GAS THAT WA CAN EXTRACT IN THE 

4: whotsort oJ lIDS might WI! be oble t. O>:trD<tfn the'ot.,.? (n.201 North Bos'n welghtedsomple-moh/pl. "'pon'" "'lImed) 
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lO.a PERCEPTIONS OF THE SHALE GAS INDUSTRY 

Summary", 

Almost 1 in 2 respondents (43.0%) from this Basin could identify that shale gas deposits were located in the region 
in which they lived and were significantfy LESS likely to register a "don't know" response in comparison with WA 

overall and other Basin populations. 

In terms of support for the Shale Gas industry .. GrolJnd 4 in 10 Perth North Basin respondents (37%) remain 
undecided or have mixed feelings. 0/ the remainder: 

.. 35% object to the industry 

.. 30% support it 

In comparison with WA respondents overall, the Pertf) North Basin population are signfjfcant1v more likely to 

object to the industry, and in particular" have entrenched feelings of objection ~ 19% object to the Shale Gas 

Industry a lot. 

This opinion is shared by respondents from the Southern Carnarvon basin. 

Principal concerns in relation to the industry held by Perth North Basin respondents relate to water - in particular 
the perceived risk of groundwater contamination and its consequent impact on available water and domestic 
drinking water supplies. 

Whilst, in results similar to those recorded for WA overall, the Perth North Basin population fee! that the 
development of the Shale Gas Industry will have a positive impact on employment" the economy and the 
availability of energy, they were significantly MORE likely to fee! that the industry would have a negative impact 
on drinking water suppliers. 

They were, however, LESS likely than the WA population overall to fee! that the Shale Gas Industry would have a 
negative impact on the local environment (a sentiment shared with other Basins) and the focal Aboriginal people. 

The majority of respondents (63.5%) fee! that the industry wilf take in excess of 3 years to get up and running, 
though respondents from this area feel that there is potential for the industry to be up and running this year 
(8.5%). 
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Detailed Results 

W.l Attitudes towards the Shale Gas Industry 
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Level 0/ support - the emerging Shale Gas Industry overall 

As shown in the figure below, around 4 In 10 Perth North Basin respondents (37%) have mixed feelings regarding 

the emerging Shale Gas Industry overall or don't know enough to have an opinion, just over a third object to the 
industry (35%) and the remainder (30%) support it. 

In comparison with respondents from WA overall, Perth North Basin respondents are more likely to object to the 

Shale Gas Industry overall, and, In particular, have entrenched objections. 

This opinion is shared with respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin. 
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Concerns reo'rJrfJ'inl1 the h1dustnJ", 

Almost 1 In 2 respondents (48,O%) from the Perth North BaSIn do have some concerns regarding the emerging 

Shale Gas industry, with the remainder of the sample either not having concerns (37.0%) or registering a don't 

know response (15.0%). 

These results remain consistent across Basins and in comparlson with results recorded for WA overall. 

FIGURE 36: CONCERNS REGARDING THE SHALE GAS INDUSTRY 

PERTH NORTH BASIN 

Q: Do you hove any concems about the emerging shale gas industry in Western Australia? (n=201 North Bosin overall weighted somple) 
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The concerns of respondents from the Perth North Basin in relation to the Shale Gas Industry relate primarily to 

the perceived threat of groundwater contamination. Respondents from this area were significantly more likely 

than those from other Basins or WA overall to spontaneously mention this concern in relation to the Industry. 

Other concerns were related to environmental issues and land ownership, including the use of fraccing by the 

Industry. 

Almost 1 in 10 respondents from this area also felt that there had not been enough research undertaken in 

regard to the Shale Gas Industry. 

FIGURE 37: CONCERNS REGARDING THE EMERGING SHALE GAS INDUSTRY IN WA-

Q; If concerns about shale gas Industry, what are they? (n=97 weighted sample - multiple responses o//OIvedJ 
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Locations of Shale Gas Deposits In WA ••• 

Respondents from the Perth North Basin emerged as significantly less likely to register a "don't know" response 

to this question in comparison with both respondents from other Basins and WA overall and significantly MORE 

likely to be aware of shale gas deposits In their region compared to other regions. In all 43.0% were aware of 

shale gas deposits in their region. 

In line with a lower proportion of "don't know' responses, North Baln respondents were also somewhat less 

likely than respondents from other areas to register a "vague" response like "up north" to this question. 

Detailed results for the Perth North Basin are provided In the figure below. 

FIGURE 38: LOCATIONS OF SHALE GAS DEPOSITS IN WA 

Q: Now thinking about shale gas, what areas Of Western Australia have deposits of shale gas? (n=201 North Basin weighted sample - multiple responses 
ollowed) 
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Perceptions regarding the length of time It will take for the industry to develop in WA ... 

Whilst the majority of respondents from the Perth North Basin, In a similar fashion to those from other areas, felt 

that the Shale Gas Industry would take at least 3 years to develop in WA (63.5%), a significantly stronger 

proportion of respondents from this area (almost 1 In 10 - 8.5%) did feel that it could potentially be up and 

running this year. 

FIGURE 39: PERCEPTIONS REGARDING TIME REQUIRED TO DEVELOP SHALE GAS 
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Perceived impact of the Shale Gas Industry on COI,111,"umlties 

For respondents from the Perth North Basin, water emerges as: the critical issue, 

Whilst, similar to the WA population overall, respondents from this area felt that the Shale Gas Industry would 
have a positive impact on emplovment, the ava!labHity of energy and the economy they were MORE likely to 
feel, in comparison with the WA population overail, that the industry would have a negative Impact on 
domestic drinking water supplies. 

They were, however, also less likely than the WA population overall to feel that the Shale Gas Industry would 
have a negative impact on the local environment (3 sentiment shared with other basins) and local Aboriginal 
people. 

Figure 40: Perceived community impacts 

local jobs! employment 

Overall economic benefit 

Availability of energy in WA 

Critical Issues -P~rth North Basin 
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F!GURE 41: PERCEIVED IMPACT OF SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT ON ... 

Table 12: Perceived impact of shale gas development 
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Looking across the sample, results do vary by age and gender with: 

Females being more likely than males to feel that the industry will have a negative impact in a number of 
areas including the local environment, available water and domestic drinking water supplies, green 
house emissions and the local Aboriginal people 
Younger respondents (18-34 years of age) being more likely than those older to feel that the Industry will 
have a negative Impact on green house gas emissions 
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11,0 PERCEPTIONS OF FRACC!NG 

Summary,,, 

Members the Perth North Basin population were the MOST !lke/y, of ail groups surveyed, to state that they 
were confident that they do understand the fraccing process: 

.. 14% have never heard of tile process 
,. 28% have heard of it but don't know what's involved 

.. 40% somewhat understand it 

'" 18% are confident they understand it 

Respondents fram this area were also more likely than those from Wc4 overall to object to the process, with: 

'" Almost 1 in 2 (47%) objecting or leaning towards objecting to the fmceing process 
.. Only around 1 in 4 (23%) supporting or leaning towards supporting the fraeeing process 

Most respondents described fraccing as a process that uses either chemicals or water to crack rock and release 
gases. 

Detailed Results 

11.1 Knowledge of and attitudes towards hydrauilc fracture stimuiatlon (fraccing) 

Respondents from the Perth North Basin were the MOST likely, both in comparison with other Basins and the WA 

population overall, to state that they were confident that they did understand the fraccing process. 

Overall: 

41 14% have never heard of the process 

.. 28% have heard of it but do not know what's involved 

o 40% somewhat understand It 

• 18% are confident that they understand it 

Looking across the sample, males are more likely than females to feel they are confident that they understand 

the fraccing process. 
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FiGURE 42: FArvUUAR!TY Vv'iTH THE FHACC~NG PROCESS 

PERTH NORTH BASIN 

Q; Shofego; /5 ,,;uaflyextracted by", process wiled iJydraulicfmet"'. stlmuratlon (or/fOccing). How fomlliamre yo" with the !raccing process? 
{n=201 welghtedsampJeJ 

As for the Shale Gas Industry overall, respondents were asked to indicate what their attitude was towards 

fraGcing, using a seven point scale, moving from strongly objecting to the process to strongly supporting it. 

As shown in the figure below, respondents from the Perth North Basin are more likely than those from WA 

overaii to object to the process, with: 

<I> Almost lin 2 (47%) objecting or leaning towards objecting to the fraccing process 

.. Only around lin 4 (23%) supporting or leaning towards supporting the fraccing process 

Looking across the sample, objection to the fraccing process generally increased with age, 
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Respondents who had heard of fraccing (n::::173) were asked to explain, in their own words, what they 

understood fraccing to be. 

Responses were varied and have been grouped into key areas in the chart below. 

The most prominent response registered (as for WA overall and other Basins) was the use of some type of 

pressure (water, chemical or liquid) to crack rocks or soil and extract gas. 

Respondents from the Perth North Basin were generally less likely to register a "don't know" response in this 

area. 

FIGURE 44: EXPLANATIONS REGARDING WHAT FRACCING IS UNDERSTOOD TO BE 
.p NORTH N 

a: Con you explain 10 me IVh<lt you undmloM aheut frO«ingl {""1731\~ighted sample (I}WJfe o/freO(cing) 
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12,0 PERCEPTIONS OF SHALE GAS INDUSTRY REGULATION - STATE GOVERNMENT 

Surl1mary", 

Around 1 In 2 Perth North Basin respondents (48.9%) feel that the Department is doing a goad to excelfent job in 

regulating the oil and gas Industry and a significantly stronger proportion (62.8%) fee! this way about the 

regulation of the mining industry. The result for regulation of the mining industry is significantly stronger (more 

positive) than that recorded for the WA population overalf. 

In relation to the Shale Gas IndustlY, results are similar to those recorded for the WA population overall and in 

other Basins,. with 68.1% of Perth North Basin respondents feeling that the State Government does have the 

power to enforce regulations on the Shale Gas Industry however only 32.4% fee! that that the regulations 

available are sufficiently robust to regulate the industry. 

Detailed Results 

12,1 State Government regulations and responsibilities regarding the Shale Gas Industry 

Perceptlolls a/the Department's current performance in oil and gas and mining", 

Overall, around 1 in 2 respondents from the Perth North Basin feel that the Department is doing a good to 

excellent job regulating the oil and gas industry (48.9%) and a significantly stronger proportion (62.8%) feel this 

way about the regulation of the mining industry. 

Perceptions amongst Perth North Basin respondents in relation to the Department's performance In regulating 

the mining industry are Significantly stronger than those recorded for WA overall. Males were aiso significantly 

more likely than females to feel that the Department was performing strongly in regulating the mining industry. 
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Table 13: Perceptions of the Dep<utment's performance In regulating oil and gas and mining 

FIGURE 45: PERCEPTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT'S PERFORMANCE iN REGULATING OIL AND GAS 
AND MIN!NG ... PERTH NORTH BASIN 

Q: The Departmente! 1.1;"", crw Pelf"!i!um ;, <1wlged by the Sfate C"""mmeot ",~h regub/iog tile "if and flO' k<iv,tryond " .. mining Industry. To what e>lent cio ,'Ouieel fhalth. 
Dep,r1mentoo<' 0 good or poor job In reguiotlng the _" Ifloustry? (1)''145 welghf,dsompl< -don'fMom (47·55 mpondents) excluded) 

Respondents were asked to explain the rating score they provided. 

Responses for each of the two industries are summarized in the table below. 
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Regulating the Shale Gas Industry 

Perceptions of the State Government's regulation of the Shale Gas Industry were divided into two areas -

measuring if respondents felt that regulations were sufficiently robust to regulate the Shale Gas Industry and if 

the State Government had sufficient power to enforce the regulations. 

As shown in the figures and charts below, and in a similar pattern to that recorded for other Basins and WA 

overall, whilst more than 2 in 3 respondents from the Perth North Basin (68.1%) feel that the State Government 

does have the power to enforce regulations the Shale Gas Industry, only 1 in 3 (32.4%) feel that the regulations 

available are sufficiently robust to allow this regulation. 

Respondents from the Perth North Basin were significantly more likely than the sample for WA overall to feel 

that the State Government regulations were definitely NOT sufficiently robust to regulate the Shale Gas Industry. 

FIGURE 46: PERCEPTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT'S ABILITY TO REGULATE THE SHALE GAS 

Q! /JQ l'OlIle.llh.,e9"Iotioll$/mplemenled th,<>IIgh the Slale Governmenl or. s",rldenlit robust to leg"Iote thuh.1e g •• Industry In IVA? /JQ you think thot the Slole Govetnmtnt h.s 
the pO'''''' 10 ,nfo,ce til,s. reg.lotions on the .hole gos Indusl("f? (",,;0.1 weighted .ample -don'l know. (1848 respond •• ts) .xr:luded} 
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Table 16: Perceptions of the Department's ability to regulate the Shale Gas Industry 
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13,0 PERCEPTIONS m SHALE GJ\S !NDUSTRY ~ PHROlEUr.1l COMPANIES 

Summary", 

Results from respondents In the Perth North Basin generally foflowed the overaJl trend of being mixed - around 1 
in 2 do believe that petroleum companies wlfl protect the loca! environment (48.1%) and look after local 

communities (43.3%), 

Respondents from this area were, however, significantly MORE likely to feel that petroleum companies would look 
after the environment In comparison with the WA population Dvera!i. 

Detailed Results 

13.1 Petroleum company responsibilities - Shale Gas Industry 

As shown in the table and figure below, results for petroleum companies amongst Perth North BasIn respondents 

were mixed, with around 1 in 2 respondents feeling that the companies will protect the environment (48.1%) and 

do the "right thing" by local communities (43.3%), just over 1 in 5 having mixed feelings and the remainder 

feeling that the companies will not perform well in these areas. 

Respondents from the Perth North Basin were, however, significantly more likely than those from WA overall to 

agree that the petroleum companies would definitely do a good job in ensuring the environment is protected 

when undertaking their operations. 



F1GURE 47 PERCEPTIONS OF PETROLEUM COMPANY PROTECTiON OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND 
LOCAL COMMUNITIES ... PERTH NORTH BASIN 

Q: ().o )'0') fee} lJ-",t ,N!io\;um ~""'Vl1l<;5 00 0 g.;.vd Job IfI ensur:;""} U.",t tr,.e tffl4'Oi'\.'1'.ent is pfofedeQ wr-.en 2.ir;d.;ortal·~g t"'",lr' (}pu .. tJo,~.s? Do )-"" .... ffrrl tMt" ~tfoftum C'1,),71pl.1fl~s 6;') the 
rJg.'>t !lIr.g ",the bcof ,otrJ(~"*I11 w;\i;/i ff~/~t"tel(rr20j ",'Crg_1.teasc1t-,p.le -dot'r't kflC'.'l.1 (.ti.·123uJ~~r1-rs) e~~dJ 

Table 17: Perceptions of Petroleum company protection of the environment and local communities 
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14,{) !NFORMATiON PREFERENCES AND OTHER COMMENTS 

in line with other results recorded by respondents from this they also emerged as being significantly more 
likely than those from other areas and WA overall to feei that they have enough information regarding the Shaie 
Gas fndustlY, 

Around 2 in 3 respondents still fee' that they require additional information howeve,", with distribution 

preferences {CiS for overall and other Basins} rernaining dominated by mass media. 

Detailed Results 

14.1 Information Preferences 

As shown in the figure below; whilst the majority of respondents from the Perth North Basin still feel that they do 

not have enough information regarding the Shale Gas Industry, respondents from this area (in line with other 

results) did emerge as significantly more likely than those from other basins and WA overall to feel that they had 

enough information regarding the industry. 

A perceived lack of information was more prominent amongst females and younger respondents (18-34 years of 

age). 



F!GURE 48: iNFORMATION THE SHALE GAS DUSTRY 

PERTH NORTH BAS1N 

0'" Da y'oujeeJ thar you hove o!?nollgh Information about the Shale Gas Industry tD understandwfwt Is hoppenlng in WA yo (n=201 wefghted 
sample) 

In terms of how respondents from the Perth North Basin would like to receive information regarding the 

industry, information through the mass media continues to dominate focusing on stations like the ABC, local 

newspapers, and television generally. Mail outs and various forms of online information follow - as shown In the 
fjgure below. Respondents from the Perth North Basin were, however, somewhat less likely than those from 

other Basins and WA overall to nominate websites as a preferred source of information regarding the Shale Gas 

Industry. 

As may be expected, younger respondents from the Perth North Basin did show a stronger preference for online 

forms of communication than other segments to support the mass media. 
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F!GURE 49: INFORM,AJION PREFERENCES ... 

Q: if ullSu,,/d<>n'r lwveelHlU9h injom:a!k>n...HQw,,"ould},ou li);elO get in/Olf1){Jtkm abaut/55U","! concern] (n"149v.."lghled sample unsure or don't have ,r.oagh in/ormaN" 
reg<>ldioysho!egas l;w"JllJlin IVA) 
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14.2 Other comments 

In a similar manner to other basins and WA overall, the majority of respondents {n.O%) did not have any further 

comments to make. 

Amongst the smali sample that did have further comments, key issues related mainly to: 

011 Environmental concerns 

011 A perceived need for additional research regarding the industry to be undertaken 

" General objection to the development of the industry 

FIGURE 50; OTHER CONCERNS ... 
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15.0 GENERAL KNOWlEDGE- OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY 

Summary ... 

Know/edge of oil and gas extraction locations in the Canning Basin was similar to that recorded overall and for 
other Basins included in this study (excluding the Southern Carnarvon). 

Most Canning Basin respondents (72%) feel that oil and gas In prJncJpaJly extracted offshore - the remainder feel 
that it is extracted from both on and off shore locations (23%) or onshore (5%). 

In relation to what type of gases that could potentially be extracted from WA in the future, respondents from this 
basin were somewhat more likely than respondents from WA overall to nominate LNG and LPG gases, few 
mentioned shale gas. 

Detailed Results 

15.1 011 and Gas Extraction Locations 

Results for the Canning Basin are similar to those recorded for the WA population overall and the Perth North 

Basin, they do differ from perceptions held in the Southern Carnarvon basin. 

The majority (72%) of Canning Basin respondents feel that oil and gas Is extracted offshore and almost 1 in 4 

(23%) feel that it is extracted from both on and off shore locations. 
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AND GAS EXTRACTION 

FIGURE 51: CANNING BA.SIN 

Q: Western Australia produces oil and gas/or both dome,!lc and export purposes. Where is 111",1 0/ Western Aus!ro/kx's 011 am! gos e)(rrac/ed 
from? (11= 202 weighted sample) 

15.2 Future Gas Extraction Types 

Results for the Canning Basin in this area are, at on overall level, similar to those recorded for other Basins and 

WA overall. 

Respondents from this basin were more likely, like other basins, to have some understanding of the types of gas 

that coulei be extracted in the future nominating LNG and LPG gases as types that can be extracted in the future; 

only 10.8% identified shale gas. 
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FIGURE 52: PERCEPTIONS REGARDING TYPES OF GAS THAT WA CAN EXTRACT IN THE 
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16.0 PERCEPTIONS OF THE SHALE GAS INDUSTRY 

Summary ... 

In relatlon to the location of shale gas deposits in WA, 48% of respondents from the Canning Basin correctly 
identified their area as a location for shale gas deposits, the strongest level of know/edge exhibited amongst all 
Basins surveyed. 

In relation to feelings regarding the Shale Gas Industry, respondents were mixed, with 28% objecting to the 
Industry, 38% undecfded and 34% In support. This is different to the other two Basins (where a stronger 
proportion object to the industry) and more in line with results recorded for the WA population overall. However 
respondents from this Basin are still more likely than the WA population to voice some type of objection to the 
industry. 

Concerns related to the industry are primarily environmental, followed by the perceived risk of groundwater 
contaminating and that the Industry requires fraccing. 

The majority of Canning Basin respondents feel that he Industry will take at least three years to develop however 
(and as for respondents from the Southern Carnarvon) are somewhat more likely than the WA population overall 
to feel that the industry may be up and running in a shorter time frame, which may be due to direct experience 
with the development of the resources industry in these Basins. 

In terms of the perceived impact of the industry, thoughts of Canning Basin respondents are similar to those 
expressed by the WA popUlation overall - with the "plussesu of the industry being related to the economy, 
employment and the ava;!ability of energy and the minuses the perceived negative impact of the industry on 
availabfe water, green house emissions and the local environment. 

As for other Basins, respondents from the Canning Bain were less like/y than the WA population overall to feel 
that the Shale Gas Industry will have a negative impact on the local Aboriginal people and the local environment 
(although it remains a critical issue). 
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Detailed Results 

16.1 Attitudes towards the Shale Gas Industry 



Level oj support - the emerging Shafe Gfl5 

Respondents from the Canning Basin are almost equally split In terms of objecting 

or supporting (34%) the Shale Gas Industry. 
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undecided (38%) 

Objection to the Shale Gas Industry is lower in this Basin than in the Perth North and South Carnarvon Basins and 

more in line with results recorded for the WA population overaiL 
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Concerns regarding the industry ... 

As in the other Basins, almost 1 In 2 respondents from the Canning Basin (44%) have concerns regarding the 

Shale Gas Industry, with the remainder either not having concerns (41%) or registering a don't know response 

(15%). 

FIGURE 54: CONCERNS REGARDING THE SHALE GAS INDUSTRY 

CANNING BASIN 

Q: Do you have any conterns aboutthe emerging shale gas Industryln WestemAustrolio?(N,,202IVeigbtedsomple} 
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concerns raised respondents from the Canning Basin in relation to the Shale Gas industry reflect the 

geographk location and are in a different order to those raised 111 other Basins, with environmental concerns 

dominating {rather than water}, followed by the perceived risk of groundwater contamination and that the 

industry requires fraccing, 

FIGURE 55: CONCERNS REGARDING THE EMERGING SHALE GAS INDUSTRY IN WA 

Q: If '(Jll,ems about shale gas industry, what are they? (n~89 weighredsomple- multiple responses allawed) 
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Lacaticms olSnit!e Gas Deposits in W,,.'t,, 

Almost 1 in 2 respondents from this Basin (48,O%) correctly identified that there were shale gas deposits in their 

regio!), 

LOCATIONS OF SHALE GAS DEPOSITS IN WA 

Q: Now thinking about shale gas, what areas oj Western Australia have deposits of shale gas? (n=202 weighted sample - multiple responses 
allowed) 
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Perceptions regarding the length of time it will take for the industry to develop in WA ... 

Results for the Canning Basin also followed a similar overall pattern to that recorded for other Basins and WA 

overall, with the majority of respondents feeling that the industry will take at least 3 years to develop in WA 

(74.7%). 

Respondents from this area were also somewhat more likely (as for respondents from the Southern Carnarvon 

Bain) than those from WA overall to feel that the industry would take between three and five years to develop, 

rather than more than five years. 

FIGURE 57: PERCEPTIONS REGARDING TIME REQUIRED TO DEVELOP SHALE GAS 



Perceived Impact of the Shale Gas .mn, .. ,,'u em (;{)mml1flities 

Respondents from the Basin generally share simllar opinions to the WA population overall in to 

the perceived impact of the Shale Gas Industry. 

Whilst employment" the economy and the availability of energy are key benefits associated with the 

development of the industry, respondents from the Canning Basin are concerned regarding its perceived impact 

on the local environment, avaliable water and green house emissions, 

As for other Basins, respondents from the Canning Basin were less likely than the WA population overall to feel 

that that the Shale Gas Industry will have a negative impact on the local Aboriginal people and the !ocal 

environment (although It remains a critical Issue). 

Figure 58: Perceived community impacts 

CriticaUs$ues - Canning Basin 
. Perceived Community Impacts 
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FIGURE 59: PERCEIVED IMPACT OF SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT ON ... 

Table 17: Perceived impact of shale gas development on Canning Basin 

Looking across the sample, results do vary by gender with: 

Females being more likely than males to feel that the industry will have a negative impact on earthquake 
activity 
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17.0 PERCEPTIONS OF FRACCING 

summary ... 

In a Similar manner to the other Basins, respondents surveyed in the Canning Basin were significantly more likel}l 
than the WA population overall to have heard of the fraccing process and more likely to say that they "somewha 
understand it". 

Overa": 
• 22% have never heard of the process 
• 36% have heard of it but do not know what's involved 
• 33% somewhat understand it 
• 9% are confident they understand it 

In terms of feelings towards the fraccing process, respondents from this Basin were very similar to WA overall 
with: 

• 40% objecting or leaning towards objecting the process 
• 43% having mixed feelings or not knowing enough to have an opinion 
• 19% supporting or leaning towards supporting the process 

Most respondents described fraccing as a process that uses either chemicals or water to crack rock and releasE!! 
gases. 

Detailed Results 

17.1 Knowledge of and attitudes towards hydraulic fracture stimulation (fratting) 

Respondents from the Canning Basin. like other Basins surveyed, were significantly more likely than the WA 

population overall to have heard of the fraccing process and more likely to say that have some understanding of 

it. 

Overall: 

• 22% have never heard of the process 

• 36% have hea rd of it but do not know what's involved 

• 33% somewhat understand it 

• 9% are confident that they understand it 

Looking across the sample, perceived familiarity with the fracting process Is more prominent amongst males and 

does increase with age. 
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FIGURE 60: FAMILIARITY WITH THE FRACCING PROCESS 

CANNING BASIN 

Q: Shale gas Is usually extrocted by a process coiled hydtaulic fracture stimulation (or !raceing). How !amniar are you with the !raeeing process? 
(n=2Q6IVeighred sample) 

As for the Shale Gas Industry overall, respondents were asked to indicate what their attitude was towards 
fraccing, using a seven point scale, moving from strongly objecting to the process to strongly supporting it. 

With results detailed in the figure overleaf, respondents from the Canning Basin emerged as very similar to the 
WA population overall in terms of their levels of support/objection to the fraccing process. 

Results for the Canning BasIn in this area did not vary significantly by age or gender. 
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Respondents who had heard of fraccing (n:::157) were also asked to explain, in their own words, what they 

understood fraccJng to be. 

Responses were varied and have been grouped into key areas in the chart below. 

The most prominent response registered (as for WA overall and other Basins) was the use of some type of 

pressure (water, chemical or liquid) to crack rocks or soil and extract gas. 

FIGURE 62: EXPLANATIONS REGARDING WHAT FRACCING IS UNDERSTOOD TO BE 
CANNING BASIN 

Q: Con }'CU e~lojn 10 II);! IYMI }"U vtl!krstond obclltfrtK!itJg7 (n=173weighled SOlllJlle DWale offreOl:dr>g) 
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18.0 PERCEPTIONS OF SHALE GAS INDUSTRY REGULATION-STATE GOVERNMENT 

Summary ... 

Overall, and similar to other respondents, around 1 in 2 respondents from the Canning Basin feel that h 
Department is doing a good to excellent job regulating the oil and gas industry (47.1%) and a stronger proportio 
(58.7%) feeling this way about the regulation of the mining industry. 

In relation to regulation of the Shale Gas Industry results also follow those recorded for WA overall and othe 
Basins - with more than 2 In 3 respondents (67.0%) feeling that the State Government does have the power t 
regulate the Shale Gas Industry and only 1 in 3 (29.2%) feeling that the regulations available are sufficientl 
robust to aI/ow this regulation. 

Detailed Results 

18.1 State Government regulations and responsibilities regarding the Shale Gas Industry 

Perceptions of the Department's current performance In oil and gas and mining ... 

Overall, around lin 2 respondents from the Canning Basin feel that the Department is doing a good to excellent 

job regulating the oil and gas industry (47.1%) and a stronger proportion (58.7%) feeling this way about the 

regulation of the mining industry. 

Similar to other Basins (but strength of opinion was not as strong), respondents from the Canning BaSin emerged 

as somewhat more likely to rate the Department's performance In regulating the mining Industry at a stronger 

level than those recorded for WA overall. 
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Table 18: Perceptions of the Department's performance in regulating oil and gas and mining 

FIGURE 63: PERCEPTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT'S PERFORMANCE IN REGULATING Oil AND GAS 
AND MINING ... CANNING BASIN 

a: ThelRpartmenfojMlne.scfldPdr«eumtsch(ugedbydif!:StrJteGO't'EmmetltwitlJlegu1atitlgtheNcndgoslndus!lyrmrJthl!mtnkJgktd&l$Ity. Towln:textentdoyt)fJ!eeltbotthe 
Departtr .. nld..,ogood or poor jobin '<g.!cl1ngthe _ IIld",try?(n=202welghledsompl.-d.rt" ,,"ow. (51~ , .. p"""entsJ",,duded) 

Respondents were asked to explain the rating score they provided. 

Responses for each of the two industries are summarized in the table below. 
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,p~~on~[e~Reriell!;~wlththel~duslryi' ., •• " ' ' 

"" Positive regardlng,envlronOlental procedures 
.,' "', Poor, ildminjstration 

,. 'Neutrai!noCOn1l'11ent 
• ,Environmenta[concerns 

, ,. , ,Doing th~ir best/trying 

l051P a {!; e 
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Perceptions of the State Government's regulation of the Shale Gas industry were divided into two areas ~ 

measuring if respondents felt that regulations were sufficiently robust to regulate the Shale Gas industry and if 
the State Government had sufficient power to enforce the regulations. 

As shown In the figures and charts below, and in a similar pattern to that recorded for other Basins and WA 

overa!!., whilst more than 2 in 3 respondents from the Canning Basin (67.0%) fee! that the State Government does 

have the power to enforce the reguiations in the Shale Gas Industrv, only around 1 in 3 (29,2%) feel that the 

regulations avaliable are sufficiently robust to allow this regulation. 

FIGURE 64: PERCEPTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT1S ABILITY TO REGULATE THE SHALE GAS 

Q: IJ<J you feel the regulotionslmpiemented throlJl)" the Stole GooenlmentortsuftkieD!/y r6bust Ie regu/a,e the shale gas ,t>duHry in WA? IJ<J Y"" think toot the Slole Government 00; 
the p<)wer to enforce these regulatioltS on the shale go! iMJlJS!"I? in;102weighted wmple -don't kM\W (J6-S1 teSp<)t>denls) mlvd,d) 
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Table 21: Perceptions of the Department's ability to regulate the Shale Gas Industry 

8.1 ·11..4 12.4 ·37.8 30.3 ... ·· .. 804.." . 
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19.0 PERCEPTIONS OF SHALE GAS INDUSTRY - PETROLEUM COMPANIES 

Summary ... 

Canning Basin respondents also followed the general trend of having mixed feelings regarding petroleum 
companies - around 1 in 2 feel that the companies will protect the environment (51.5%) and do the "right thing" 
by local communities (55.5%), around 1 in 5 having mixed feelings and the remainder feelfng that the companies 
will not perform wel/. 

Detailed Results 

19.1 Petroleum company responsibilities - Shale Gas Industry 

Results for the Canning Basin were similar to other basins and WA overaii) - with around 1 in 2 feeling that the 

petroleum companies will protect the environment (51.5%) and do the "right thing" by local communities 

(55.5%), around 1 in 5 having mixed feelings and the remainder feeling that the companies will not perform well. 

In this area, respondents from the Canning Basin recorded similar responses to those recorded by the WA 

population overall. 

looking across the sample, the likelihood of feeling that petroleum companies would do the "right thing" by the 

communities in which they operate generally DECREASES with age. 
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FiGURE 64: PERCEPTIONS OF PETROlEUM COMPANY PROTECT!ON Or- THE ENVIRONMENT AND 
LOCAL. COMMUNiTIES , .. CANNiNG BASIN 

Q: Do }'OIJ Je.?1 t.hot peUOMUffl ccmparJ;; 00 a gQCHi Jo.p &7 E'llWrklg t.Mt the err,r4"on.me.nt is pt'(JU'cted '';''-Mtl urnutakfn.] th.!ir ope(ot.:.:ms? 1)C1}OO !ul thot petro2um comp..:ulJe$ Do ~n.e 
PJht tM"¥} U/ the beof CMVr',utL1'y in whkh tr~ op.erofer (r}::20$IMeig~tr!d sample -oo/{i .tflO'}''S (4 fi!$pornkMs) exdrxkd) 

Table 22: Perceptions of petroleum company protection of the environment and local communities 
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Around three quarters of Basin respondents (76%) fee! that they do not' have enough information 

regarding the Shale Gas Industry - younger respondents In particular. This is a similar result to that recorded for 

WAovemff. 

Whilst media remains the preferred form of communication regarding the industry (television focal newspapers), 

respondents from fhe Canning Basin did emerge as somewhat more likely than respondents from other Basins 

and WA overail to fOllour news/etters/magazines as methods of communication In relation to the industry and 

somewhat Jess likely to favour mail outs. 

Detailed Results 

20.1 Information Preferences 

As shown in the figure below .. results for the Canning Basin in this area are similar to those for WA overall, with 

the majority (76%) feeling that they do not have enough information about the Shale Gas Industry. 

One significant difference was recorded across the sample - with younger respondents more likely to say that 

they did NOT halfe sufficient information regarding the industry in comparison with their older counterparts. 
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FIGURE 65: INFORMATION REGARDING THE SHALE GAS INDUSTRY 

CANNING BASIN 

Q: Do you feel thot you hove enough in/ormot;on oboutthe Shole Gos JndustlJl to understondwhot Is happenIng In WA? (n~202 weighted 
sample) 

In terms of how respondents from the Canning Basin would like to receive information regarding the industry, 

information through the mass media continues to dominate- which has (based on comments made by 

respondents) a focus on stations like the ABC, local newspapers, and television generally. 

Respondents from the Canning Basin did emerge, however, as somewhat more likely than other Basins and WA 

overall to favour newsletters/magazines as methods of communication In relation to the Shale Gas Industry and 

somewhat less likely to favour mail outs. 

As for results overall, a campaign specially targeting younger people will need to include online information and 

social media, whilst females (traditionally the letter box clearers) may respond to newsletters and mail outs. 



FIGURE 
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INFOHMATION PR.EFERENCES,,, 
CANNING BAS!N 

Q: If u:-.surejdan't MH~ eoolP)b L'IfCf/'VotilJILHow 'b'.'OU.H you ,ue it) ~t !nJarmafun Dbout' issues of ccrrcernr (n;j 69 "\::'1iJ~ ted samp-k unsurf' or don't him:. enoogh information 
t<!}O,lfflg;m gas Industry iii IVA) 
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20.2 Other comments 

In this area, as per other basins and WA overall, the majority of respondents (68.2%) did not have any further 
comments to make. 

Amongst the small sample that did have further comments, key concerns were related mainly to: 

• Needing further information regarding the Industry 
• Environmental concerns 

FIGURE 67: OTHER CONCERNS ... 
CANNING BASIN 
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21.0 GENERAL KNOWLEDGE - OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY 

Summary ... 

Knowledge of oil and gas extraction locations amongst respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin was 
DIFFERENT to those recorded for other Basins and WA overall, with a significantly stronger proportion of 
respondents feeling that 011 and gas was extracted off shore (79%). 

In terms of type of gas that can be extracted in WA in the future, respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin 
were significantly less likely than those from WA overall to register a "don't know" response and significantly 
MORE likely to nominate LNG as a future type of gas for WA. 

Detailed Results 

21.1 Oil and Gas Extraction Locations 

Results recorded for the Southern Carnarvon are different to those recorded for other Basins and WA overall. 

A significantly stronger proportion of respondents from this area (79%) feel that oil and gas in WA is principally 

extracted from offshore locations. 
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FIGURE 68: KNOWLEDGE OF OIL AND GAS EXTRACTION SITES 

SOUTHERN CARNARVON BASIN 

Don'tkRGw= 
7.0% (exduded) 

Q: Western Austrolia produces all and gos Nr bolh domestk and export purposes. Where is most of We,lem Aus/ralia's 011 ond gas extroded 
from?(n: 206 weighted sample) 
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21,2 future Gas Extraction Types 

Generally the results for the Southern Carnarvon Basin are similar to those recorded for WA overall, with the 

exception of the "don't know" response - 44.5% of Southern Carnarvon Basin respondents registered this 

response· a significant proportion but somewhat lower than the 52.6% that recorded a don't know response for 

WAoveral1. 

Following this, respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin were significantly more likely than those from 

other Basins and WA overall to nominate LNG as a future type of gas for WA. !n all only 6.6% mentioned shale 

gas. 

FIGURE 69: PERCEPTIONS REGARDING TYPES OF GAS THATWA CAN EXTRACT iN THE 
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22.0 PERCEPTIONS OHHE SHALE GAS INDUSTRY 

Summary", 

Only 23% of respondents from this Basin correctly identified that shale gas deposits were located in this region, 
the lowest of aff Basins surveyed. 

Feefings regarding the Shale Gas industry are similar to those held in the Perth North BaSin, with around if in 10 
respondents (38%) having mixed feelings regarding the industry or nat knowing enough to have an opinion, Just 
over a third objecting to the industry (39%) and the remainder (29%) in support 

This means that, in comparison with WA respondents overall; the Southern Carnarvon population are significantly 
more likely to object to the industry, and in particular; have entrenched feelings of objection - 20% object to the 
industry a fot. 

Principal concerns in relation to the industry are similar to those heJd by Northern Basin respondents - and 
princ~l)aJly revoive around water ~ in particular the perceived risk of groundwater contamination and its 
consequent impact on available water and domestic drinking water supplies. 

in regard to the perceived impact of the industry, respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin generally share 
similar opinions to those recorded in WA overalf. 

Water, green house emissions and the perceived impact of the industry on the local environment are critical issues 
- positive include the industry'S ability to create employment, boost the economy and increase the availability of 
energy in WA 

In terms of the timeframe associated with the development of the industry, most Southern Carnarvon Basin 
respondents (70.1 %) feel it will take at least 3 years. 
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Detafled Re':w/ts 

22.1 Attitudes towards the Shale Gas Industry 
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Level <,,;n,n"YT - the em'erC1InlJ Shale Gas overall 

In sirYlilar results to those recorded for the Perth North Basin, around 4 in 10 Southern Carnarvon Basin 

respondents (38%} have mixed feelings regarding the emerging Shale Gas Industry overall or don't know enough 

to have an over a third object to the industry (39%) and the remainder support It. 

In comparison with respondents from WA overall, Southern Carnarvon Basin respondents are more likely to 

object to the industry and, in have entrenched feelings of objectives (object to the industry a 

lot). 
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Concerns regrm:iing t.rle industry"., 

Consistent \vith results recorded across BasIns and for WA overall, almost 1 in 2 respondents {45%} from the 
Southern Carnarvon Basin have some concerns regarding the Shale Gas Industry, with the remainder of the 

sample either not having concerns (40%) or registering a don't know response (15%). 

FIGURE 71: CONCERNS REGARDING THE SHALE GAS INDUSTRY 

SOUTHERN CARNARVON BASIN 

Q: Do )'Ou hCN. any concem' abwt the emerging shale gas industry in 1'/2stem Ausrrofk>? {N"206 weighted sample} 
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concems regarding the Shale Gas nominated respondents from the Southern Carnarvon 

Basin also revolved (as per Perth North Easin respondents) around water and specifically the perceived risk of 
groundwater contamInation. This principal concern was followed by enilironmental issues, including that the 
industry requires fraccing, 

FIGURE 72: CONCERNS REGARDING THE EMERGING SHALE GAS INDUSTRY IN WA 

Q: If wncems about shale gas industry, what afe they? (n~97 weighted sample - multiple responses allowed) 



iocaticms of Sheile Gas Deposits in V!Ii'\". 

Hespondents from the Southem Carnarvon Basin were also somewhat less likely than those from WA overall to 
register a don't know response to this question - however we still have around 1 in 2. respondents from this 
Basin that fall into this category. 

in all 23% of respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin population were aware of shale gas deposits 

located in their area. 

FIGURE 73: LOCAT!ONS OF SHALE GAS DEPOSITS IN WA 
NARVON BASIN 

Q: Not'! thinking about sllQie gas, what areas of Western Ausfralia have deposiis of shale gas? (n=206l'leighted sample - multiple responses 
alJowed) 
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Perceptions regarding the of time It wlli take for the industry to in WA .. 

Results for the Southern Carnarvon Basin following a similar overall pattern to that recorded for other Basin and 

Wil. overall, with the majority of respondents feeling that the Industry will take at least 3 years to develop in WA 

(70.1%), 

Respondents from this area were somewhat more likely than those from WA overall to feel that the industry 

would take between three and five years to develop, rather than more than five years. 

FIGURE 74: PERCEPTIONS REGARDING TIME REQUIRED TO DEVELOP SHALE GAS 
!ND 



Perceived imp,act of the Silafe Gas Of! communities 

Respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin generally share similar 
regard to the perceived impact of the Shale Gas Industry. 

1251.1:" age 

to the WA population overall in 

Water, green house gas emissions and the perceived impact of the industry on the local environment emerge as 
critical Issues - on the flip side key positives regarding the industry are associated with its perceived ability to 

create employment, boost the economy and increase the availability of energy in WA. 

As for other BaSins, respondents from the Southern CarnanlOn Basin were less likely than the WA population 
overall to feel that that the Shale Gas Industry will have a negative impact on the local Aboriginal people and the 
local environment (although it remains a critical issue). 

Figure 75: Perceived community Impacts 

Crlticallssue$ .... Southern Carnarvon Basin 
Perceived C()mmunity Impacts 
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FiGURE 76: PERCEIVED IMPACT OF SHALE GAS DEVELOPMENT 
SOUTHE 

Table 23: Perceived impact of shale gas development on Southern Carnarvon Basin 
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LookIng across the results do vary gender with: 

Females being more likely than males to feel that the industry wlli have a negative impact on earthqua ke 
activity and a positive impact on economic activity 
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23.0 PERCEPTIONS Of FRACCING 

Summary". 

Similar to respondents from other Basins, members of tile Southern Carnarvon Basin were significantly less likely 
than the WA population overall to have never heard of the fraccing process and somewhat more likely to say that 
they "somewhat understand it" 

Overall: 

" 29% have never heard of the process 

... 30% have heard of it but do not know what's involved 

.. 33% somewhat understand it 

" 8% are confident they understand it 

As for respondents from the Northern Basin respondents from the Southern Carnarvon were aiso more likely than 
the WA population avera!! to object to the fraeeing process with: 

<0 Almost 1 in 2 (47%) o~iecting or leaning towards objecting to the fraccing process 

<0 Only 15% supporting or lending towards supporting the fracGing process 

Most respondents described fracdng as item a process that uses either chemicals or water to crack rock and 
release gases. 

Detailed Results 

23,1 Knowledge of and attitudes towards hydraulic fracture stimulation (fracting) 

Members of the population in the Southern Carnarvon Basin, like other Basins surveyed, were significantly less 

like!y than the WA population overall to have never heard of the fraccing process and somewhat more likely to 

say that they "somewhat understand it". 

Overall: 

• 29% have never heard of the process 

.. 30% have heard of it but do not know what's involved 

.. 33% somewhat understand it 

<& 8% are confident that they understand It 

Looking across the sample, perceived familiarity with the fraccing process is more prominent amongst males and 

does increase with age. 
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FIGURE 77: FAM WITH THE FRACCING 

SOIJTHERN CARNARVON BASIN 

As for the Shale Gas Industry overall, respondents were asked to indicate what their attitude was towards 
fraccing, using a seven point scale, moving from strongly objecting to the process to strongly supporting it. 

As shown in the figure below, respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin are more likely than those from 

WA overall to object to the process, with: 

& Almost 1 in 2 (47%) objecting or leaning towards objecting to the fraccing process 

o Only 15% (less than lin 5) supporting or leaning towards supporting the fraccing process 

looking across the sample, results for the Southern Carnarvon Basin did not vary significantly by age or gender. 
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Respondents who had heard of fraccing (n=144) were ais,:) asked to explain, in their own \Nords, what they 

understood fraccll1g to be. 

Responses were varied and have been grouped into key areas in the chart below. 

The most prominent response registered (as for WA overall and other Basins) was the use of some type of 

pressure (waterl chemical or liquld) to crack rocks or soil and extract gas, 

FIGURE 79: EXPLANATIONS REGARDING WHAT FRACCING IS UNDERSTOOD TO BE 
SOUTHERN CARNARVON BASIN 



24,0 PERCEPTIONS OF SHAI.E GAS INDUSTRY REGULATION - STATE GOVERNI\1ENT 

Summary", 

Overall,. Just over 1 in 2 respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin feel that he Department is doIng" good 

to exceflent job regulating the oil and gas industry (55,8%) and a signijicantfy stronger proportion this 

t,,-'ay about the regulation mining industry, 

The result for regulation of the mining industry is similar to that recorded for the Northern Basin and signifIcantly 
stronger (more positive) than that recorded for the WA population overall. 

In relation to the Shale Gas Industry, results are similar to those recorded for the WA population overa!! and in 

other Basins, with 70.7% of Southern Carnarvon Basin respondents feeling that the State Government does have 

the power to enforce regulations on the Shale Gas Industry - however only 33.7% feel that that the regulations 

available are sufficiently robust to regulate the industry. 

Detafied Results 

24.1 State Gal/emment regulations and responsibilities regarding the Shale Gas Industry 

Perceptions of the Department's current performance in all and gas and mining ... 

Overall, just over 1 in 2 respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin fee! that the Department is doing a good 

to excellent job regulating the oil and gas Industry (55.8%) and a significantly stronger proportion (70.6%) fee! 

this way about the regulation of the mining industry. 

like Perth North Basin respondents, those from the Southern Carnarvon Basin are significantly more likely to rate 

the Department's performance in regUlating the mining industry at a significantly stronger level than those 

recorded for WA overall. 
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Table 24: Perceptions of the Department's performance In I'egulatcng oil and gas and mining 

fiGURE 80: PERCEPTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT'S PERFORMANCE IN REGUlATING Oil AND GAS 
AND MINING .. .sOUTHERN CARNARVON BAS!N 

Q: The Dt:partm<tJ1.t of ,M:Jl,es emu Pdro!<!um Is r:A.fJTl}~d by.the Store Gcrumme.1t'fli"tn rt:gfJ.ta~:O' the tJ"i cod flCJ~ Indu:;try and the m't1[ng lmivstly. To v.f;.a~ e.Atellt do Y&.Jjeel fJHn :he: 
CUp!1ffm.entdoos a glXXior p.."IOfjobitl u{J'.J!atir>fJ tf~ _. irtCYstry} (n",,2IJ6weJg1Jud wmptt -dor/l G:flCFI'.--S{57-52 uj.pondltl~) e;(dvded) 

Respondents were asked to explain the rating score they provided. 

Responses for each of the two industries are summarized in the table below. 
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Regulating the .'Shale Gas 

Perceptions of the State Government's regulation of the Shale Gas industry were divided into two areas -

measuring if respondents felt that regulations were sufficiently robust to regulate the Shale Gas Industry and if 
the State Government had sufficient power to enforce the regulations. 

As shown in the figures and charts below, and in a similar pattern to that recorded for other BaSins and WA 

overall, whilst more than 2 In 3 respondents from the Southern Carnarvon (70.7%) feel that the State 

Government does have the power to enforce regulations in the Shale Gas Industry! only around 1 in 3 (33.7%) 

feel that the regulations available are sufficiently robust to aHow this regulation. 

Respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin were significantly more likely than the sample for WA overall to 

fee! that the State Government definitely had the power to enforce regulations on the Shale Gas Industry. 

FIGURE 81: PERCEPTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT'S ABILITY TO REGULATE THE SHALE GAS 
INDUSTRY ... SOUTHE 

Q: Do )'OU ft:el the ugukitioflS rl11pfementecJ thrctfgh the State GoVi'fnmellt o{o1suffidenfJy robUst to regu"iote tbe shoJe .gos indu$tfy in VIAl Do }'tJu thlnx that the State uovemmel'll fiCJS 
the {X)'llef to tnfora: these reguliJtions; on the shale gas Industry? (,,=206 weighted sampk - don"! koo-.~"S (13~S2 fl!$j.u:m4ents.) ext/odea) 



Table 27: Perceptions of the Department's ability to regulate the Shale Gas Industry 
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25.0 PERCEPTIONS OF SHALE GAS INDUSTRY - PETROLEUM COMPANIES 

Summary ... 

Results from respondents n the Southern Carnarvon were also mixed - around 1 in 2 do believe that petroleum 
companies will protect the local environment (51.2%) and look after local communities (48.3%). 

Respondents from this area were, however, in results similar to those recorded for the, Northern Basin, 
significantly more likely to feel that petroleum companies would look after the environment in comparison with 
the WA population overall. 

Detailed Results 

25.1 Petroleum company responsibilities - Shale Gas Industry 

As shown in the table and figure below, results for petroleum companies amongst Southern Carnarvon Basin 

respondents were mixed, with around 1 in 2 respondents feeling that the companies will protect the 

environment (51.2%) and do the "right thing" by local communities (48.3%), around lin 5 having mixed feelings 

and the remainder feeling that the companies will not perform well in these areas. 

In common with respondents from the Perth North Basin, Southern Carnarvon Basin respondents were 

significantly more likely than those from WA overall to agree that the petroleum companies would do a good job 

in ensuring the environment Is protected when undertaking their operations. 



FIGURE 82: PERCEPTIONS OF PETROLEUM COMPANY PROTECTION OF IHE ENVIRONMENT AND 
LOCAL COMMUNITIES ... SOUTHERN CARNARVON BASIN 

Q: Do 1""/'" thorpetror.um ,.mpon!e. do D gtJl>djob in ensuril>g tIIol the e""lronmenlis protetted when "nderloklng th.froperolk",s? Do you/ •• I tIIat petroleum ccmponft. do til. 
righ tIhlng bylh. k><ot community In wMd. they operofe? (n~206w.1ghf.d."mpfe-don'tkflO"" (1M2 mpond.nls) exdfJd.d) 

. Table 28: Perceptions of petroleum company protection of the environment and local communities 



26,0 INFORMATION PREFERENCES AND OTHER COMMENTS 

Summary 

Respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin foJ/owed the WA population overall in terms of their need for 
information and information preferences - with 74% feeling that they did not have enough information regarding 
the industry and favouring mass media as a communication tool {62.5%}, 

Detailed Results 

26.1 Information Preferences 

As shown in the figure below, results for the Southern Carnarvon Basin in this area are similar to those for WA 

overall, with the majority (74%j feeiing that they do not have enough information about the Shaie Gas Industry, 

No significant differences were recorded in this Basin by age or gender in relation to information requirements. 



FIGURE 83: INFORMATION REGARDING THE SHALE GAS INDUSTRY 

SOUTHERN CARNARVON BASIN 

Q: 00 you feel thol you hove enough In/ormation about the Shole Gos Industry to understand .whatls happenIng In IVA? (11=206 weighted 
somple) . . 

In terms of how respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin would like to receive information regarding the 

industry, information through the mass media continues to dominate- which has (based on comments made by 

respondents) a focus on stations like the ABC, local newspapers, and television generally. 

Respondents from the Southern Carnarvon Basin did emerge, however, as somewhat more likely than other 

Basins and WA overall to favour community meetings and advertlsements!advertorlals as methods of 

communication In relation to the Shale Gas Industry as well as the mass media, websites and mail outs. 

When analysed by age and gender, males were somewhat more likely than females to prefer mass media 

communication whilst females showed a slightly stronger tendency towards website based Information in 

addition to mass media. 
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FIGURE 84: INFORMATION PREFERENCES ... 
SOUTHERN CARNARVON BASIN 

Q: I/lH1JlJ(e/do,,', haiilfr.oug,\ ifl/Omtotlo/L../low "".\1)"",11. to gell<if<Jtmofu" om! Isso;e, of = • .,.1 {0=178 ~.qhled "'nlPle .r.sur. 0( don', t .... er.oogh "'",m//tio., 
r~",rl1gsho:' gar kldllSlrjl., IVA} 



26.2 Other comments 

In this area, as per other basins and WA overall, the majority of respondents (68.9"Ai) did not have any further 
comments to make. 

Amongst the small sample that did have further comments, key concerns were related mainly to: 

• General objection to the development of the industry 
• Needing further Information 
• Environmental concerns 
• Community issues that could consequently arise due the development of the industry 

a: D'I"uhu.'eDlllfinthercolllJllfntsJ'Ou w".kihke t. mole?(rF206wflghtfifS<1mprej 

FIGURE 85: OTHER CONCERNS .•. 
SOUTHERN CARNARVON BASIN 
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The Questionnaire 
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Affected area 
Yes 1 
No 2 
Date: ........................ .. 

Benchmark Survey 
June 2013 

Perth 1 
KhnberleylPilbara 2 
PilbaralGascoyne 3 
Mid West! wheat belt 4 
OtherWA 5 

Good morning/afternoon/evening, my name is ................... fi"Oln West Coast Field Services. We are undertaking a 
random survey across Westem Australia for Research Solutions and the State Govemment. 

The survey wil! take 15 minutes to complete and yOUl" views are velY impol1ant to us for fhture planning. Any 
comments you make will be kept confidential and only aggregate responses disclosed to the Government. 

In order to get a representative sample, may I speak to the youngest male member of your household 18 years 01' over? 
(If not available tal{c the youngest female member) 

Screening questions: 

S.l Firstly, please can you tell me if you or ally member ofyotlr household works in: 

The oil and gas or mining industry 
Marketing 
Market research 
For the media 
None ofille above 

S.2 If yes to code 1 above ask - what area and read out: 

Oil 
Gas 
Iron ore 
Other minerals 

S.3 Which ofthe following age group are you in? 

18-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65-74 
75+ 

S.4 May I ask if you are: 

Male 
Female 

If quota full thauk and terminate interview. 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

I 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

1 
2 

7 Continue to S.2 below 
7 Tenninate 
7 Telminate 
7 Terminate 
7 Continue 

7 Terminate 
7 Terminate 
7 Continue 
7 Continue 



Rotate Ql and Q2 
Q.1 a The Department of Mines & Petroleum is charged by the State Government with regulating the oil and gas 

industry and the mining industry. To what extent do you feel the Department of Mines & Petroleum does a 
good or poor job in regulating the oil and gas industry: is that fairly good or very good, or is that fairly poor 
or very poor? 

Dreadful Very Fairly 
So/so 

Fairly Very Excellent Don't 
Roar poor good good know 

1 Oil and gas I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Q.l b You said the Department of Mines & Petroleum do a (lnsel·t word used) ...................... job of regUlating the 
oil and gas industry, why do you feel that way? (probe fully) 

Q.2a To what extent do you feel the Department of Mines & Petroleum does a good or pOOl' job in regulating the 
mining industry: is that fairly good or velY good, 01' is that fairly pOOl' or very poor? 

9 

Dreadful Very Fairly 
So/so 

11airly Very Excellent Don't 
poor poor good good know 

I Mining 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Q.2b You said the Department of Mines & Petroleum do a (lnsel·t word used) ..................... Job of regulating the 
mining industry, why do you feel that way? (p1'obe fully) 

Q.3a Western Australia produces oil and gas for both domestic and export purposes. Where is most of Western 
Australia's oil and gas extracted fi'om? (Read out offshore, onshOI'e 01' both) 

Offshore 
Onshore 
Both 
Don't know 

1 
2 
3 
9 

9 



Q.3b What sort of gas might WA be able to extract in the future? (Do not .. ead out) 

Conventional natural gas 
Shale gas 
Tight gas 
Coal seam gas 
Unconventional gas 
Liquefied Peb'oleum Gas (LPG) 
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) 

Other (specifY) ................................................ .. 
Don't know 

Future 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 

9 

QAa Western Australia has the prospect of finding shale gas on shore. How would you rate your attitude 
towards the emerging shale gas indusby in Westcl'l1 Australia? 

Support this 
Object to it 
Have mixed feelings 

QAb Do you support/object to it a lot or a little. 

I 7 Go to QAb 
2 7 Go to Q.4b 
3 -7 Skip to Q.4c 

QAc Do you lean towards suppol1ing it, objecting to it or have mixed feelings? 

Q.5a Do you have any concerns about the emerging shale gas industry ill Western 
Alistralia? 

1 Yes 
No 2 7 Go to Q.6 
Don't know 

Q.5b (If yes) What arc they? (Do not .. ead out) 

Requires hydraulic fracture stimulation to extract gas 
Groundwater contamination 
Heard about/saw the 4 Corners documcntalY 
Heard about/saw the movie Gas Land 
Causes the water to light up 
Methane gas bubbling up in rivers and creeks 
Gas companies move onto a property and you can't stop them 

3 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Support it a lot 
SUppOlt it a little 
Lean towards it 
Mixed feelings 
Lean towards objecting 
Object to it a little 
Object to it a lot 
Don't know/don't know 
enough to give all opinion 

Olher (probe funy) ................................................................................................................................................ .. 

Don't know 9 

Q.6 Shale gas is usually extracted by a process called hydraulic fracture stimulation (or fraceing). How 
familial' are you with the fi'accing process? 

Never IleaI'd of it 1 
Heard of it but dOll't know what is involved 2 

7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

9 



Somewhat understand it 
Confident I do understand it 

3 
4 

Q.7a How would you rate your attitudes towards fraccing? Do you: 

Q.7b 

Q.7c 

SUPp0l1 it 
Object to it 
Have mixed feelings 

Do you support/object to it a lot or a little? 

1 ~ GotoQ.7b 
2 ~ Go to Q.7b 
3 ~ GotoQ.7c 

Do you lean towards supp0l1ing it or objecting to it or have mixed feelings? 

... _____ ...... 3LP_age 

Support it a lot 
SUpp0l1 it a little 
Lean towards it 
Mixed feelings 
Lean towards objecting 
Object to it a little 
Object to it a lot 
Don't know/don't know 
enough to give an opinion 

Q.8 Can you explain to me wl1at you understand about fraceing? (probe fully - what's slleda] about frReeing 
- do not read out OlltiOIlS below) 

Has potential to secure energy supply for the future 
Fraccing in horizontal wells 
Using water pressure to crack rocks 
UsesIForces lots of chemicals between the rocks 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Q.9 Now thinking about shale gas, what areas of West em Australia have deposits of shale gas? (Do not read 
out) 

Kimberley region 
Mid West region 
Gascoylle region 
Pilbara region 
South West region 
Canning Basin in the Kimberley 
Upper Gascoyne and up to Onslow 
Perth Basin in the Mid West around Dongara 
Perth Basin in the Mid West around Gingin and up to Eneabba 
Perth metro area 

Other (write in) ........................................................................ . 
Don'tktlow 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
99 

Q.IO If (interviewer to emphasise 'if')shale gas was developed in W A 110w long do you think before the 
industry is up and running? (Do not read out) 

This yeaI' 
One year 
Two years 
Three to five years 
More than five years 
Don't know 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
9 

7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

9 



Q.11a Do you feel the regulations implemented through the State Govenllnent are 
sufficiently robust to regulate the shale gas industry in \VA? (Read out the scale) 

Q.l1b Do you think that the State Government has the power to enforce these regulations 
on the shale gas industry? (Read Ollt the scale) 

Q.12a Do you feel that petroleum companies do a good job in ensuring that the 
environment is protected when undel1aking their operations? 

Q.12b Do you feel that petroleum companies do the right thing by the local community in 
which they operate? 

Q.13 What impact do you think that shale gas development will have on ... (Read out 
the issue and the scale) 

Rotate statements 

Public health 

The local environment 

Available water in the area 

Domestic drinking water supplies 

Green house emissions 

Earthquake activity 

The availability of energy in WA 

The overall economic benefit to the state 

The local Aboriginal people 

Local jobs/employment 

[ ___ -'1 

1 
[ 

1 

Yes, definitely 
Yes, probably 
Mixed feelings 
No, probably not 
No, definitely not 

(Do 110t l'cad out) 
Don't know 

Yes, definitely 
Yes, probably 
Mixed feelings 
No, probably not 
No, definitely not 

(Do not read out) 
Don't know 

A strong positive impact 
A positive impact 
No impact 
A negative impact 
A very negative impact 
Don'tkl1ow 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

9 

5 
4 
3 
2 
I 

9 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 



Q.14a Do you feel that you have enough information about the Shale Gas industry to understand what is 
happening in Westem Aush'alia? (read out the seale) 

[ 
Yes, definitely have enough infonnation 
Yes, probably have enough information 
Unsure 
No, don't have enough information 1 

Q.14b Ifunsul'c/don'f han enough infol'mation ... How would you like to get information about issues of 
concern? (Do not read out) 

Media 
Advertisementsladveltorials 
Website 
Social media 
MaHouts 
Newsletters/magazines 
Community meetings 
Workshopslbriefings 
From local coullcil 

Other (specifY) .................................................... . 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Q.15 Do you have any further comments you would like to make? 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THE SURVEY 
Ali the information which you have provided is confidential and calmot by law be past to a third party except in 
overall results for the people we are surveying. 

If you would like more information, it is available 011 the fhmt page of the Department of Mines & Petrolewn 
website www.dmp.wa.gov.au 

For validation purposes, so my supervisol' can check that I actually surveyed you, I require your first name and 
telephone number. 

4 
3 
2 

Respondent's name .............................................................................................................................................................. . 

Telephone number ............................................................................................................................. . 



Appendix 2 Sampling and Data Collection Specifics 



Appendix 2» Sampling and Data Collection Specifics -Shale as Community Attitudes Report 2013 

Sampling Technique - quota/probability (Including 
geographical coverage) 

Quotas/weighting procedure 

Appropriateness of the sample for the purpose 

Survey Procedure: 
No of call-backs before number roml",.,,,1 

Validation procedures 

Stratified random sampling wIth quotas applied as 
below 
Western Australia: 402 I excluding the 4.4% of the 

in the 3 basin 

The WA wide sample and the subsamples in each 
basin have been quota'd to be representative of 
the populations of each area based on 2011 census 
by: age, gender and location. 

These have been reinforced by weighting to ensure 
the sample is precise where there were any small 
discrepancies in the representativeness ofthe 

6 

10% of respondents re-contacted and asked several 
questions again to validate original survey 
responses 



Response Rate: 8.5% 

Refusals 39.4% 
Call backs/no answer/engaged (at end of survey 52.1% 
period) 
includes 4117 respondents who were called 6 times 
and whose numbers have been replaced 
Overall sampling error Western Australia +/- 5% 

Each Affected area +/-7.1% 
Validity and Reliability Issues Not applicable 
Data coding Procedure involves: 

• Review of first 50 questionnaires (or 
Similar) to develop coding sheets based on 
common responses 

• Additional codes created when more than 
2% of the sample record common 
response 

• Approval of coding sheet by Research 
Solutions Project Manager 

Consistency checks • Preliminary data file checked by Project 
Manager using SPSSj 

• Frequency counts 

• Relevant cross tabulations 
• Data outside the range/duplicates or 

abnormalities Investigated with Field 
Company prior to coding and analysis 

Treatment of missing data • Excluded from analysis and/or noted 
Where relevant 

• IndiVidual cases with excessive missing 
data excluded from sample 

Statistical tests used (see attached) 
Data file j)rovlded to client Not requested 
De-Identified data files retained For five years 

This prOject has been undertaken under the principles of ISO 20252 



Survey Research Appendix: - Statistical Tests 

Test: 

Use: 

. Data Assumptions; 

Test Measure I Cut
off Criterion: 

Issues to be aware 
of: 

Test: 

Use: 

. Data Assumptions: 

Test Measure I Cut
off Criterion: 

: Issues to be aware 
of: 

Test: 

Use: 

Data Assumptions: 

Test Measure I Cut
off Criterion: 

Z-Test 

To determine if the proportions of a variable In two independent samples are significantly 
different. 

• Measure being tested 1$ normally distributed with the two samples • 
Data mu~tbe irit~iv~lor rai:lo~ • '.' 
sampl~siz~ Is large~n~Jgh'toJ~rm a normalcurve (n>30) .'. ....... '. 
Variance of measurelleirigtested is roughly similar (homogeneity of variance). 

• 
• 
• 
P <=0.5 

The result should be bot~,statistically significant and clinically or tactically or strategically 
· significant. Beinindfui of statistically significant differences where: 
1. The sample sizes are very large 
2. Scores within the groups are very similar (i.e. the groups have small standard 

deviations) . 

'. T-Test 

To determine if the means of a variable in two independent or two dependent samples are 
significantly different. 

. . '. . 

! .)vle1;lsure heillg tested is normally distributed within the two samples . 
.• ..Oatamust be Int~rva(orratlo. 
. • ,,~riance ofrl}easure blillng tested is roughly similar (homogeneity ofvaiiance). 
• Appropriate v~r~ion of the test chosen for Independent or dependent samples. 

p <=0.05 
i.e. the difference between two groups has only a 5% probability of occurring by chance 
alone 

The result should be both ~tatisticallV significant and clinically or tacti~alJy or strategically 
Significant, Be mindful of sta~isticallv significant differences where: 
1. The sample sizes are very large 
2. Scores within the groups are very similar (i.e. the groups have small standard 

deviations) 

Chi Square (Pearson's chI-square) 

To determine If two variables are related by more than chance alone. 

• Data is from a random sample. 
• Data must be nominal, ordinal or interval. 
• Sufficiently large sample (absolute minimum n;;30) & adequate cell sizes (n;;10+) 
• Observations must be independent. 
• Observations must have the same underlying distribution. 
• Data is unweighted 

p<=O.5 


